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2XW/RRN�E\�WKH�%D\�LV�GLVWULEXWHG�WKURXJKRXW�$QQH�$UXQGHO�&RXQW\��LQ�VHFWLRQV�
RI�WKH�(DVWHUQ�6KRUH�DQG�%DOWLPRUH���,W�LV�DYDLODEOH�IUHH�RI�FKDUJH�LQ�VHQLRUV�
FHQWHUV��FRXQW\� OLEUDULHV��KRWHOV��FRIIHH�VKRSV��GRFWRU�RI¿FHV��VXSHUPDUNHWV��
VHQLRU�FRPPXQLWLHV��ERRN�VWRUHV��UHVWDXUDQWV��SULYDWH�FOXEV��UHDO�HVWDWH�RI¿FHV��
KHDOWK�FOXEV��KRVSLWDOV�DQG�DW�DOO� RI�RXU�DGYHUWLVHUV�DQG� LV�PDLOHG� WR�VHOHFW�
KRPHV�LQ�WKH�%D\�DUHD�

2XW/RRN�E\�WKH�%D\�LV�SXEOLVKHG�ELPRQWKO\�E\�2XW/RRN�E\�WKH�%D\��//&��1R�
SDUW�RI�WKLV�PDJD]LQH�PD\�EH�UHSURGXFHG�LQ�DQ\�IRUP�ZLWKRXW�H[SUHVV�ZULWWHQ�
FRQVHQW�RI�WKH�SXEOLVKHU��,QIRUPDWLRQ�REWDLQHG�LQ�2XW/RRN�E\�WKH�%D\�LV�SURWHFW�
HG�E\�WKH�)LUVW�$PHQGPHQW�RI�WKH�8QLWHG�6WDWHV�&RQVWLWXWLRQ�DQG�LV�LQWHQGHG�IRU�
UHDGHU�LQWHUHVW�RQO\���'R�QRW�VXEVWLWXWH�LW�IRU�WKH�DGYLFH�RI�D�TXDOL¿HG�KHDOWKFDUH�
SURIHVVLRQDO��OHJDO�RU�¿QDQFLDO�DGYLVHU��5HDGHU�GLVFUHWLRQ�LV�DGYLVHG��2XW/RRN�
E\�WKH�%D\��//&�GRHV�QRW�YHULI\�WKH�DFFXUDF\�RI�DQ\�FODLPV�PDGH�LQ�FRQQHFWLRQ�
ZLWK�DGYHUWLVHPHQWV�DQG�DFFHSWV�QR�UHVSRQVLELOLW\� IRU�HUURUV�DQG�RPLVVLRQV��
$OO�ULJKWV�UHVHUYHG���6XEPLVVLRQV�VKRXOG�EH�VHQW�WR�HGLWRU#2XW/RRNE\WKH%D\�
FRP�E\�WKH�¿UVW�RI�WKH�PRQWK�SUHFHGLQJ�WKH�SXEOLVKLQJ�GDWH�

It’s Spring and there are so many days that should be recognized over the next 
few weeks. A minor one in the great scheme of things is the 7th anniversary of our 
beginnings here at OutLook. But more importantly there’s Father’s Day, Mother’s Day, 
Flag Day, Memorial Day and D-Day. With so much to commemorate, 
we weren’t sure just what would be appropriate for our Spring cover, 
but we knew that at some point it would be good to bring attention 
to the many veterans living in our area. Of course, Veteran’s Day in 
November is the better day to remember the vet, but so often at 
that time of year it gets swallowed up with the impending year-end 
holidays. So here at the height of Spring we thought this would 
be a perfect opportunity to remember our military. Memorial Day 
gives us the opportunity to decorate the graves and although too 
many have gone before us, it should also be an opportunity to pay 
special homage to those still with us.

In the case of our generation, husbands, sons, brothers 
and fathers went o! to serve in Vietnam. Of those, 59,000 never 
returned and of those returning, many are still dealing with lifelong 
issues not unlike the military personnel who have returned from Iraq and 
now Afghanistan. With our generation the lingering issue was Agent Orange, which 
manifested itself years later in many of the lives of those exposed. Now and again we 
meet them when the conversation turns to where they served. Vietnam vets tend to 
still keep a low pro"le, rarely initiating a conversation about their war years, which is 
unfortunate as so many served for so long -- so bravely and honorably. 

Our family lived the military life and to this day, it’s still part of our lives, not 
only in dealing with the lasting results of exposure to Agent Orange, but through the 
Agency for Toxic Substances. Turns out we’re all part of a study as we spent a couple of 
years at Camp Lejeune drinking the water. #ey contact us now and again to determine 
how we’re all doing. #eir interest began when it was revealed in the late 1980s that the 
occupants of military housing at Lejeune had all been drinking high levels of contami-
nants. 

As we spent time there prior to this revelation, we’re on their “"ll out this form” list. 
Inquiries are made about our health and that of our children. Two of the three were born 
there at the height of the contamination. It’s a bit grim to report what happened to many 
of those born during those years, but our children are just "ne. #inking back to what 
we consumed back then, it was milk, co!ee, orange juice and beer and not necessarily 
in that order. Staying hydrated just wasn’t the issue it is today – thankfully in our case. 
None of us drank very much water. But we "ll out their occasional questionnaires to let 
them know all is well, including both our o!spring and their young ones. Other than the 
lingering and lasting e!ects of Agent Orange, we’re all "ne.

However, good or bad, having been so much a part of it, we thought it would be 
appropriate to honor all those vets out there who have given so much. And that’s not 
to forget all the families who have endured the separations, anxiety and trauma that is 
part of the life of a military family. Both of our cover girls are vets who we found down 
at Gardens of Annapolis. Doris served in Texas and Bobbi served in Vietnam where she 
helped establish the "rst full facility hospital in Vietnam.           

Knowing people like this, it’s not hard to appreciate all that our military personnel 
have done for us. Our two cover girls are shining examples of why we should honor and 
appreciate those who serve. And from where I sit, being a part of a military family, with 
all its bumps and bruises, it's been an exhilarating, satisfying and most interesting life. 

) 5 20 � 7+( � ' ( 6 .
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By Leslie Hunt
#e Hospice of the Chesapeake relocated in July 2013 to a 

seven-acre property in Pasadena, where a renovated three-story 
patient services building surrounded by sustainable gardens and 
$owing fountains has become its permanent home. 

#e relocation of the administrative o%ce from Annapolis 
heralds in a time of tremendous growth for the nonpro"t, which 
serves an average of 400 patients daily in Anne Arundel and 
Prince George’s counties. #e Chesapeake Life Center is also 
located on the property, where counseling, workshops and group 
support are serving individuals of all ages and families coping 
with grief. 

#e gardens are designed by landscape architect Richard 
Sweeney, who created the oasis as a thank-you to the Chesapeake 
Life Center, where he and his wife Diana Silva found solace in 
a parent support group after losing their son unexpectedly to 
sudden infant death syndrome.

Richard said each season was addressed when choosing the 
plants and shrubs that line the building, which included replanting 
a crape myrtle, now a focal point at the front entrance. #e birds 
and the bees are kept busy with cone$owers, and Maryland’s 
native magnolia. Ornamental grasses surround the display.

Two fountains, one at the main entrance, another at the 
Chesapeake Life Center entrance, add a calming ambiance for 

sta! and visitors. Inside, there are executive and administrative 
o%ces, meeting rooms and a conference center on the lower level. 
Visiting nurses, caregivers and patient volunteers have spacious 
areas to work and attend training sessions. 

Hospice of the Chesapeake has two eight-bed inpatient care 
centers: the Tate House in Linthicum and the Mandrin House in 
Harwood. A 14-bed inpatient care center will be built on the 
property starting in June. It will open sometime in 2016.

Leslie can be reached at the Hospice of the Chesapeake at 443.837.1538 
or lhunt@hospicechesapeake.org

&RORUIXO�*DUGHQV��)RXQWDLQV�$GG�%HDXW\�
WR�+RVSLFH�RI�WKH�&KHVDSHDNH¶V�1HZ�+RPH

®

For the ballet, the theater, the exhibits, the lectures. For the art lessons, the day trips, the museums.  
The nine holes whenever you want. For the drop-ins and drop-bys you used to wish you had the time for…        

You now have time for.

That is life at Ginger Cove, the premier life-care retirement community in the Annapolis area.

We invite you to tour our community, explore our amenities, and talk with our residents.
To discover Ginger Cove, please call Joan Williams at 410-266-7300.

4000 River Crescent Drive   Annapolis, MD   gingercove.com

HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE...
NOW THAT YOU HAVE THE TIME IN YOUR LIFE.

Image from: http://www.e-landscapellc.com/landscaping-creates-serene-environment-at-new-hospice-of-the-chesapeake-campus/
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127,&(�72�285�5($'(56
Correcting our erroneous statement 

in the “For Seniors Only” article in the 
Early Spring edition: 
Food Lion stores do not o!er senior 
discounts. 

Our apologies for any inconvenience 
we may have caused.

!e Editor

6(1,25�/,)(67</(6
We read with great interest the 

article by Phil Burgess on aging-in-place. 
Is there a contact point or number that we 
could use to obtain more information?

 J. and D. Schwartz, Davidsonville

Note:  #ey can be contacted at 
info@athome-Chesapeake.org or call 
410.647.1997.

3$66�,7�21
I read with interest Joanne’s article in 

the current edition of Outlook. 
For the past 30 years I have written 

down things I have observed or newly ap-
preciated. Mostly, “I wish I had thought of 
that a long time ago!”

I have culled these down into the six 
pages attached. 

#anks for the article and giving me 
a di!erent perspective.

Dennis J., Annapolis 

Note: #ank you, we enjoyed them.

That’s what friends are for.

For a chance to move more.
Play more.
Live more.

Get back to the things 
you enjoy.  
If you have chronic hip or 
knee pain, you know how it 
can interrupt your life, health 
and happiness. Is it time to 
consider a joint replacement?

Hip and Knee Pain 101  
Attend a free IJQ�BOE�LOFF�
QBJO class taught by one of 
our experts. Visit us online 
for a list of upcoming classes 
at BTL"".$�PSH�+PJOU or call 
�������������



By Joanne R. Alloway
If you haven’t experienced the joy of greeting, welcoming and 

thanking returning service members back to American soil after 
deployments, you are missing out on something very patriotic. 
Recently my friend Elizabeth and I went to Baltimore-Washing-
ton International #urgood Marshall Airport to experience this 
"rsthand. We were easily caught up in wonderful, heartwarming 
reunions and the exuberance of 150 troops and family members. 
#ese service members had no idea that there would be a host 
of Baltimore-based volunteers clapping, cheering, shaking their 
hands and thanking them for their service. #e smiles on their 
faces will be etched in my heart and mind forever. 

Kathy #orp, founder of Operation Welcome Home in 
Maryland (OWHM), started the organization in 2007 when she 
became aware of the returning troops coming through BWI. Most 
caught connecting $ights back to their home states. To avoid 
having these service members return without a warm welcome 
– as was the case with our Vietnam War veterans – Kathy began 
looking for volunteers to help give today’s returning military a 
hero’s welcome. Before long, she had those volunteers, and today 
has 24 dedicated team leaders who organize each event, and a 
core of other volunteers. 

#e team leaders and volunteers arrive an hour before the 
troops clear customs, decorate the area with patriotic posters and 
$ags, "ll snack bags for service members with water, prepack-
aged granola bars, chips, cookies, crackers, bite-sized candy and a 
handmade thank-you card.  #en everyone cheers and welcomes 
the servicemen and women. It’s a well-run organization, not 
associated with the USO. It is all community based, but help is 
always needed. 

Volunteers can assist in a variety of ways. Welcomings are 
scheduled most days of the week. #is makes a wonderful family 
or intergenerational activity, encouraging patriotism and Ameri-
can values. If you have time and want to volunteer with OWHM 
on any day, call their event line at 410.630.1555 after 9 a.m. to 
see what time volunteers are needed. #en go to the lower level 
of BWI’s International Terminal near the light rail. It will be the 
most inspirational volunteer time you’ll ever spend!

Besides attending an event, there are other ways you and 
your organization can help. Here are a few ideas: 
�� Organize collection drives for prepackaged food items or 

bottled water used for snack bags, or raise funds for gift cards 
to Sam’s or Costco.

�� Make thank-you cards, which is a great opportunity for 
schools, scouts, retirement communities or church groups. 
About 8,000 cards are needed monthly. 

�� Musicians and singers can be used to sing the national 
anthem or entertain the troops and families. If your group is 
interested, check the event calendar for a date that works and 
then email the team leaders.

�� Donations in any amount are appreciated and all of 
them go toward snack bag supplies. Email webmaster@
owhmd.org for details on sending donations or www.
operationwelcomehomemd.org for all details.
According to #orp, Baltimore receives the highest number 

of returning troops per year. Since 2007, more than 500,000 
military personnel have returned from overseas through BWI. 
In 2013, OWHM greeted 91,136 troops. An estimated 10,331 
service members returned just in October 2013. Some welcomings 
have brought in surprise visits from the Baltimore Ravens, Kansas 
City cheerleaders and U.S. Sen. John McCain. BWI has also been 
the site of more than three dozen marriage proposals at these 
events.  

At the event we attended, two Maryland servicewomen re-
turned: Brooke Wilson of Anne Arundel County, an Air Force 
supply sergeant returning from four years in Germany, and Lacy 
Anderson, (whose family is from Carroll County), an Army sta! 
sergeant returning after one year in Kuwait. Both families enjoyed 
joyous reunions. 

#e volunteers are amazing and energetic. A volunteer I 
spoke with said she keeps coming because she not only enjoys 
it, she has a son overseas and prays that one day he will come 
through the doors at BWI. Some volunteers are Vietnam veterans 
who know how important it is to be thanked for sacri"cing for 
our country, even though they weren’t. “History should not repeat 
itself,” another volunteer reminded us. 

OWHM is a completely all-volunteer e!ort. If you are 
working and can’t get to an event, you can still help by donating 
money or supplies, or "nding community resources to aid this 
ongoing e!ort. 

Joanne is the author of two non"ction books. Her latest, “A Quiet Strength,” is 
available online. Contact her at jrwrite@aol.com

OPERATION WELCOME HOME MARYLAND
PATRIOTISM IN ACTION

photo by Sam Howzit
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By Vern Penner
Some Outlook by the Bay readers with good memories may 

recall an article appearing in the Holiday 2011 issue describing the 
forthcoming Volvo Ocean Race (VOR), formerly known as the 
Whitbread Round-#e-World Race. It recommended that travel-
ers consider plans to coordinate a visit to one of nine VOR ports 
of call during the race and watch a piece of sailing history. Taking 
my own advice, I arrived in Miami barely in time to witness from 
the city harbor breakwater a thrilling end-of-leg dual o!shore for 
"rst place between two of the Volvo Open 70 monohull racing 
yachts. Can you imagine after sailing nonstop 5,000 miles for 17 
days from Itajai, Brazil, these two sailboats were duking it out at 
the Miami "nish line with barely an hour of separation?

#e "nal stats for the 2011-2012 race are impressive 
for the six competing boats. It was the closest "nish in the 
race’s history and the intense competition under rugged 
conditions made for record media coverage and record-
breaking crowds at the race ports. Overcoming several 
major breakdowns, VOR sailors hit speeds of almost 
50 mph (40 knots) and faced seas of up to 50 feet in 
height. Each of the teams had reason to celebrate 
at the "nal "nish in Galway, Ireland, after nine 
months of racing some 40,000 miles over open 
seas. No one boat dominated. Five of the six 
celebrated victory in at least one of the nine 
o!shore legs and all but one team won an 
in-port race. At the end, with just a week of 
sailing competition to go, four of six boats 
were still in contention. And it was the 
French captain, Franck Cammas, aboard 
the orange and green Groupama boat 
who won the overall title on his "rst 
attempt.

#e 12th edition of the VOR challenge is now set for 2014-
2015 and it will follow a similar round-the-world route after 
beginning in Alicante, Spain, in early October 2014. But there 
are two di!erent ports of call. #e American stopover takes the 
racing $eet to Newport, Rhode Island, instead of Miami and the 
race "nish will be in Gothenburg, Sweden, the home of Volvo, 
and not Galway. More importantly, Annapolis has more skin 
in this competition. All the sailing teams will be using identi-
cal 65-foot boats designed by Annapolis-based, world-famous 
Farr Yacht Design. It’s fair to say that no design company has 
had so much experience in one design racing sailboats since the 
two, Bruce Farr and Russell Bowler, came from New Zealand and 

settled in Annapolis in 1981 to be centrally located for 
European and U.S. sailing markets.

It will take more than a casual eye 
to discern any changes between the 
Farr-designed 65-footer and the VOR 70s 
used in the 2011-2012 race. In fact, there 

HERE WE GO AGAIN - 
Round The World

Photo by Blue Seahorse
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Read Dr. Wooddell's article "Why am I Dry?" in this edition of OutLook!

are signi"cant changes made to improve the safety, appeal and user-friendliness of the 
new yacht while reducing costs. It began with a total examination of the breakdowns 
and boat-related mishaps in previous races. All hull and appendage failures were closely 
reviewed and the new boats have 800 more kilos of carbon "ber for added strength. #ere 
will be greater shelter on deck with changes to reduce water streaming and improve boat 
handling in heavy weather. To increase participation and put all teams on equal footing, 
designs were incorporated with more manageable deck hardware, which will be helpful 
to women sailors and crew members of smaller statue. At the same time, to ensure 
breaking monohull speed records, the draft of the canting keel was lengthened one foot 
and hung di!erently to give greater lift. #e 33 pages of speci"cations are available at the 
www.volvooceanrace.com website.

Race o%cials say that the same boats will be used for both the 2014-2015 race and 
the VOR race to follow, which is designed to increase participation and lure more syn-
dicates to join the competition. It could be that 65 is the magic number because it was 
a Swan 65 which won the inaugural Whitbread Round #e World Race series 30 years 
ago that preceded the VOR races. #e Swan boat was built in one yard, but four major 
facilities are involved in producing the Volvo Ocean 65 located in Italy, France, Switzer-
land and the UK. #is makes for exceedingly complex quality control issues, but sailors’ 
lives will depend upon them. #e latest rules allow for one other important change. 
Any boat with an exclusively all-female crew will be allowed to carry several more crew 
members but in the same space. #is exception has already attracted a Swedish-based 
syndicate "Team SCA," which will be the "rst all-woman team to compete since the 
2001-2002 race, which came to Annapolis. Abu Dhabi is back along with a boat from 
China. #e latest reported entrant will be a Dutch-speaking team, already boasting of 
the fact that only a Dutch skipper has twice won this race: Conny van Rietschoten, who 
died last December at the age of 87.

So review your travel plans and check the dates on the VOR website and see if 
Alicante, Cape Town, Abu Dhabi, Sanya, Auckland, Itajai, Newport, Lisbon, Lorient or 

*Ia�*a\M[
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DQG�VDIHW\�RI�\RXU�FRVPHWLFV��ORJ�RQWR�ZZZ�HZJ�RUJ�
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Gothenburg could "gure on your calendar. 
#e Farr-designed Volvo Ocean 65 will 
undoubtedly provide more sailing history 
in this latest example of sailboat racing 
to the extreme, where one guiding rule 
remains the same; #e sailors will not be 
racing for prize money, only a trophy and 
glory.

Vern, an inveterate sailor, participates in the 
Hospice Cup Regatta when he’s not sailing 
the Bay or around the Cape Verde Islands, 
where he served as US Ambassador.  He can 
be reached at vernpenner@hotmail.com
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!is column presents general information regarding estate and disability planning and probate. It is not 
intended to create an attorney-client relationship or constitute legal advice to its readers. Individuals with 
legal concerns should consult with an attorney for advice regarding their speci"c circumstances.
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As an elder law attorney I have, too many times, had people 
come to me pleading for my legal assistance. #ey had purchased 
an online form for a will, a living trust or a "nancial power of an 
attorney that they were assured by the company’s representations 
was a valid legal document only to "nd out that it was not, usually 
at the worst possible time. Just last week, I had a client in my 
o%ce who had purchased an online "nancial power of attorney 
several years ago. My client, the designated agent, thought 
everything was "ne until she attempted to use the "nancial power 
of attorney to sell her mother’s home to pay for long-term care. 
#e title company would not accept the document questioning 
the competency of her mother at the time the document was 
signed. A software program cannot determine competency; an 
attorney must make that determination at the time the document 
is executed. 

It is easy to see why inexpensive estate planning forms such 
as wills, living trusts and "nancial powers of attorney have become 
popular. #ey seem to save you time and energy as well as money. 
Just answer a few questions, "ll in the blanks, pay your fee and 
download your document and you are your own attorney, drafting 
your own legal documents. #e Internet companies selling estate 
planning forms want you to think how easy the process is and 
how smart you are in reducing legal fees until there is a serious 
problem with your documents. When the company is contacted 
for help by the frustrated consumer, the consumer is directed to 
the “terms of service” and the “disclaimers” limiting the liability 
of the Internet form provider that are hidden in the contract’s 
"ne print.  

In the case of Webster v. LegalZoom.com Inc., a class 
action was "led in 2010 in the Superior Court of California, Los 
Angeles County, by the plainti!, Kathleen Webster. #e complaint 
alleged that “LegalZoom made misrepresentations, buried its dis-
claimers, and omitted material facts to its prospective and actual 
customers.” In this case, Ms. Webster had assisted her uncle, Mr. 
Ferrantino, in purchasing a living trust package from LegalZoom 
after he was diagnosed with cancer and was given only a few 
months to live. After the living trust documents were signed, Ms. 
Webster presented them to her uncle’s banks to have his assets 
transferred to his trust. #e "nancial institutions questioned the 
documents’ validity and rejected the forms. Ms. Webster called 
LegalZoom’s customer service for the help the company had 
promised, but the help never came. Mr. Ferrantino’s living trust 
was never funded before he died.  Ms. Webster, now the executor 
of her uncle’s estate and trustee of his unfunded living trust, had 
to hire an estate planning attorney to deal with the estate’s legal 
issues, costing her thousands of dollars. LegalZoom settled this 
class action lawsuit.        

Internet companies are not law "rms. #ey acknowledge 
this in their websites and their documents are saturated with dis-
claimers because the companies want to protect themselves from 
any liability. LegalZoom puts forth the disclaimer: “We are not a 
law "rm or a substitute for an attorney or law "rm.”   

Disclaimers are not enough as lawsuits challenging the 
validity of online legal documents are pending in a number of 
states. In the case of Todd Janson v. LegalZoom.com, a federal 
district court in Missouri ruled that LegalZoom’s self-help 
document preparation service is an unauthorized practice of law.  

When I look at these online estate planning document 
services and read of these lawsuits, I am reminded of the words 
of warning expressed in so many of our old adages. Foremost is: 
“Buyer beware!”

#is also prompts me to paraphrase another adage: One 
size does not "t all.  Everyone’s situation with respect to family 
structure, "nances and expectations makes them unique. An 
attorney will know what questions to ask and what legal issues 
need to be addressed. #is is essential to avoid fatal mistakes in 
your legal documents. If a serious error is made in your living trust 
or will, you’ll never know because it will not become apparent 
until you have passed away, and your family or friends are left to 
clean up the mess -- the very people you wanted to protect. 

Do yourself and your heirs a favor by having your important 
estate documents completed by a professional attorney. It may 
cost you a few more dollars now, but it will be worth your peace 
of mind and your heirs will be protected.  

I leave you with one more old adage that seems appropriate 
and relevant: If it seems too good to be true, it probably is.

Candace H. Beckett JD, LLM, is an elder law attorney who was admitted 
to practice law in Maryland in 1989. Ms. Beckett may be reached at 
410.972.4540 or 410.370.0673, or visit her website at www.chesapeake-
elder-law.com
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By Dr. Woody Wooddell
Having trouble wetting your whistle? You’re not alone.
Dry mouth, or xerostomia, commonly a!ects older adults. It results from the inadequate $ow of saliva, 

a symptom of various medical conditions and a side e!ect of more than 400 medications.
Normal salivary $ow is important for digestion, cleansing and moistening of the oral tissues, pH 

balance and ridding food debris from the mouth. When salivary $ow decreases, harmful decay-causing 
bacteria begin to grow and $ourish within the mouth. A combination of these factors can lead to serious 
health problems.

Over-the-counter and prescription medications are the most common cause of dry mouth. #e main 
culprits include antihistamines, decongestants, diuretics, antidepressants, painkillers, antihypertensives, an-
tipsychotics and sedatives.

#e positive correlation between age and number of medications means that older adults are more 
likely to su!er from dry mouth. Among adults aged 65 years old and up, approximately 20 percent are af-
fected by xerostomia.

While dry mouth is merely a small hindrance to some people, others can encounter more serious 
problems. Di%culty speaking and swallowing, dryness of the nasal passages, hoarseness, constant sore 
throat and a burning sensation are a few of the common problems associated with xerostomia.

Dental health is also adversely a!ected by dry mouth. Not only does a drought in your mouth poten-
tially irritate tissue and make your mouth more susceptible to infection, but it’s a climate that encourages 
tooth decay and periodontal disease.

Denture wearers are especially likely to experience an uncomfortable feeling in their mouth because 
saliva creates suction between the denture and gum tissue. Saliva also acts as a lubricant to prevent irritation 
and abrasion, and the possibility of sores or infection increases with less salivary $ow.

While it is important to see your doctor to address the underlying cause of your xerostomia, there are 
ways to alleviate dry mouth.

First, the obvious solution is increasing your $uid intake. Increase your daily intake of water and 
you’ve got a good chance at alleviating dry mouth. Make sure you’re limiting your intake of ca!eine, alcohol 
and carbonated beverages. It may seem like a good idea to grab a soda when you’ve got dry mouth, but soda 
or co!ee drinks can actually exacerbate the problem. 

Sugar-free gum or candy can help stimulate salivary $ow. Recent research indicates that the sugar 
substitute xylitol actually helps to inhibit the formation of cavities. So, choosing a gum or lozenge with 
xylitol may help you resist cavities. 

Your dentist or physician may recommend arti"cial saliva, a product available at most local pharma-
cies in an aerosol or liquid that is squirted into the mouth. #ere are also new saliva-promoting tablets that 
adhere to teeth at bedtime that help to keep the mouth moist throughout the night.

If none of these solutions seem to help your dry mouth, let your physician or dentist know. Getting 
help from a medical or dental professional can not only help address any problems caused by dry mouth at 
an early stage, but can lead to alternatives for treatment you may not have otherwise sought.

Dr. Woody Wooddell and his partner, Dr. Joe Passaro, opened the doors to their dental practice in Davidsonville in 1981. In 
addition to caring for their patients’ dental health by o#ering general dentistry services, Drs. Wooddell and Passaro provide 
expert restorative and esthetic dental solutions. Visit their website at www.wpdentalgroup.com
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By Victoria Duncan

� ell someone you’re going to be institutionalized for your 
Summer vacation and you’re apt to get some strange looks. 
But if you say that to a veteran of the Chautauqua Institution 

program in western New York state, you will probably be met 
with a dreamy look, a long sigh, a soft smile and the sight of some 
uptight shoulders descending to their rightful place on the body. 

At least that was what I encountered along with some vague 
murmurings of words such as “idyllic,” “peaceful” and “magical” 
whenever I asked Chautauqua a"cionados for a trip review. #e 
vagueness kept me from planning a trip to Chautauqua for years 
-- I just couldn’t get a sense of what all the fuss was about.

After su!ering a severe case of what I have come to call the 
“Re’s,” as in Re-locating, Re-storing, Re-modeling, Re-"nancing 
and Re-covering from it all and in sore need of relaxation, my 
husband and I decided to give it a try. We spontaneously took 
two weeks to travel to western New York to stay at Chautauqua 
for a week and then travel on up into Canada, just a short drive 
away. How bad could this be? We could always leave for Canada 
early, if necessary.

At the end of one week, we were so in love with Chautau-
qua that we decided to stay for a second week. And at the end of 
that week, we discussed buying a Summer house on the 750-acre 
gated property that comprises the institute and National Historic 
Landmark. So, yes, we fell hard and now belong to the same 
dreamy-eyed group whose vague responses ba&ed us before. 

Try mixing the quaint Victorian homes and streets of 
Cape May, N.J., with the recreational amenities of a Summer 
camp on a mountain lake. Add the intellectual stimulation of 
a college campus and throw in the cultural amenities of music, 
dance and art o!ered in a metropolitan city. Stir in the humanistic 
and spiritual underpinnings of an ecumenical faith community 
and don’t forget to hold the noise and irritation of tra%c, since 
Chautauqua is primarily a pedestrian community. Instead of noise, 
you will likely hear classical music wafting through the towering 
trees from performers practicing their art. Shake thoroughly and 
present on a Norman Rockwell-type backdrop to serve up as a 
nine-week season stretching from mid-June to mid-August for 
the almost 200,000 people who attend some part of the program 
each year.

As Chautaquans, we are Johnny-come-latelys since this 
picturesque oasis of tranquility began in 1874 as Summer meeting 
camp for Sunday school teachers. Since then, generations of 
families have made the annual pilgrimage to the banks of this 
emerald lake for rest and renewal. Now, Chautauqua has grown 
exponentially to evolve into a unique blend of what is best in 
our culture. You will "nd that it is not unusual to sit at an event 
beside a retired U.S. Supreme Court justice, a "fth-generation 
descendant of the earliest Chautauquans, or a newcomer who 
keeps asking, “Where has this been all of my life?” What nearly 
everyone shares is a friendly attitude, a relaxed countenance and 

wide smiles. What nearly no one misses are neon lights, loud bars, 
shopping malls or rude people.

In the nine-week season, each week is loosely organized 
around a theme in which timely and signi"cant issues of today’s 
life are considered. 

For example, this year’s themes include #e Ethics of Privacy, 
#e American West, Roger Rosenblatt and Friends, and Feeding 
a Hungry Planet. #e week’s events, such as informative lectures 
and discussions, are presented by a host of well-known leaders, 
authors and speakers drawn from a number of disciplines that 
evoke some aspect of the week’s theme. Log on to www. ciweb.
org for the complete list.

#ere are more than 400 special studies classes o!ered each 
season. #ese enrichment classes range from games and recre-
ational activities, such as sailing or golf, to hobby and craft classes, 
such as pottery or weaving taught by experts in their "elds, to 
personal and professional development courses, such as investing 
or health and wellness. #e selections are extensive and your most 
di%cult task will be deciding among all the wonderful choices. 

Evening entertainment includes a couple of recent releases 
at an old-fashioned cinema, an opera production, outstanding 
dramatic plays and some type of musical performance in the 
5,000–seat, open-air amphitheater. While all the performances 
are world-class, Friday night is reserved for particularly big-name 
performers with this year’s o!erings including Vince Gill and 
Bruce Hornsby.

What is di%cult to describe about this unique wonder is 
the magic, the sense that you have walked back in time, and the 
peaceful tranquility juxtaposed beside the vibration of energy 
arising from a community of people fully engaged in what 
they love doing. #is is a place that must be experienced to be 
understood. But be warned: It takes about two to three days to 
ratchet down your usual speed-of-sound pace to the Chautauqua 
way of being. Once that happens and you “get it,” you may never 
want to leave. Perhaps that is why you notice that the majority of 
folks have gray hair and some wrinkles. It takes age and wisdom to 
appreciate that a good vacation is not always about seeing another 
tourist destination. Rather, it is often about the experiencing and 
sometimes the undoing that will feed your soul.

On one of my remaining Chautauqua afternoons, after I 
walked down the hillside to a park bench in the shelter of mammoth 
oaks for a quiet read, I placed my book aside. I felt awash with well-
being and gratitude for this source of replenishment and renewal 
and wanted to just drink in every moment of serenity. No, Canada 
could wait. I would be staying here, and returning often in the 
years ahead. As they say on the T-shirts sold in the gift shop, I was 
now a Chautauquan, “Institutionalized and Loving It.”
Vicki, a not-frequent-enough visitor to Chautauqua, can be reached 
at VAHD@aol.com

Institutionalized and Loving It—
�<><5D0/D/B�<5��C<65<626<
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Getting !ere: Located in the southwestern corner of New 
York state, Chautauqua is approximately a 7-hour drive from 
Annapolis. Air service is available into nearby Bu!alo, N.Y., or by 
commuter plane from Pittsburgh to Jamestown, N.Y.

Where to Stay: On-the-grounds accommodations (highly rec-
ommended) include hotels, inns, guesthouses and condominiums.

�� A pricey option is the historic Athenaeum Hotel o!ering a 
modi"ed-American plan (800.821.1881).

�� #e Spencer Hotel o!ers lovely, whimsical rooms decorated 
in literary themes and is a recommended option that o!ers 
daily breakfasts (800.398.1306).

�� A convenient link to Web reservations for inns and guest 
houses is available online. 

When to Go: #e 2014 season extends from June 21 to Aug. 24. 
#e schedule of weekly themes is available online.

Cost: #ere is a daily, weekly or seasonal mandatory gate pass that 
permits entry to the grounds and to most events and lectures. #e 
weekly rate for 2014 is $436 per person. #ere are reasonable fees 
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for a few events, such as the opera or plays. Additional fees are 
charged for special studies classes as posted on the website.

Accommodations prices vary widely. Depending on accommoda-
tions, a parking fee may be charged. 

Children: Chautauqua is an excellent family vacation with many 
children’s activities available. Further information is available at 
the website

Getting Around: Most people walk or bike. Bicycle rental is 
available. Automobile tra%c is very restricted. Complementary 
shuttle and tram service is frequent and convenient throughout 
the grounds.

Meals: Limited dining options are on the grounds. However, 
there are nearby restaurants outside of the gates and many accom-
modations include a kitchen. It is wise, though, to stock up before 
arriving. Several grocery stores are within easy driving distance.

For Further Information: www.ciweb.org
716.357.6262

photo by Alex (Flickr Commons)
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By Leah Lancione
It’s never easy to say goodbye to loved ones, but there are 

ways to keep their spirit alive while also bringing a smile to 
people’s faces. It’s particularly special to memorialize a veteran 
because by honoring just one, you are, in e!ect, acknowledg-
ing the service and sacri"ce of all who defended or continue to 
"ght for our nation. Since veterans often receive a proper funeral 
with all the pomp and circumstance of a military tribute, it’s only 
"tting that you carry on the attitude of respect by sharing your 
gratitude on this and all Memorial Days. Here are a few ideas for 
commemorating the life and service of a veteran:

Placing $owers on the grave of a loved one is a meaningful act 
that goes all the way back to the ancient Romans who decorated 
gravesites so the spirits of the departed could wander around in 
a beautiful environment. Americans often decorate the gravesites 
of their loved ones on speci"c days of the year—birthdays, anni-
versaries and, of course, Memorial Day when many place patriotic 
$ower arrangements. To make the gesture even more personal, 
consider researching the language of $owers and make $oral 
selections that tell a story of your admiration and remembrance. 
For example, according to the Old Farmer’s Almanac, Nasturtium 
symbolizes patriotism, red tulips a declaration of love, Myrtle 
represents an emblem of marriage or true love, Zinnias evoke 
thoughts of absent friends and violets express loyalty, devotion 
and faithfulness. Leave a $ag and a little card that tells the signi"-
cance of each $ower present.

#ose with a real green thumb can also opt to create a 
remembrance garden at home with a tree planted in a loved one’s 
honor. Houzz.com says doing so is like planting one in celebration 
of a birth. “#e tree symbolizes not the fact that your loved one has 
died, but that he or she lived.” #e site recommends a $owering 
tree that will grow and blossom each year, symbolizing the circle 
of life. Another nice touch is to add a personalized memorial $ag 
like those available at #ings Remembered (online or in the store).

A fun way to remember your loved one while also honoring 
all veterans is to hold a Memorial Day cookout with current and 
former service members included. At 3 p.m. have everyone pause 
to “re$ect on the sacri"ces made by the men and women who died 
defending the freedoms and values we enjoy today,” as de"ned in 
the National Moment of Remembrance Act that was signed into 
law by President Bill Clinton in 2000 (www.presidency.ucsb.
edu/ws/?pid=967). If little ones are in attendance, hand out mini-
American $ags to add to the momentous patriotic event.

A bene"t provided by the president’s o%ce is to receive a 
free engraved paper certi"cate, the o%cial Presidential Memorial 
Certi"cate, signed by the current president to “honor the memory 
of honorably discharged deceased Veterans.” #is document can 
be framed and placed alongside other photographs and memora-
bilia of your beloved veteran.

In the same vein, create a memorial the entire family can 
enjoy by having a cherished or recognizable garment framed by a 
professional framer. Display the tribute in a special glass display 
case with other sentimental mementos and photos. Many choose 
to have a $ag framed and displayed, which is a worthy mark of 
respect, but framing an article of clothing that may be identi"-
able even to younger family members adds a personal and heart-
warming touch.

If there’s room, you can also create a little corner dedicated 
completely to your loved one’s memory. Maybe there’s a spot where 
he or she used to sit and read where you can set out favorite books 
along with other trinkets that will help recall pleasant moments. 
A personalized memorial frame with a photo will contribute to 
the desired e!ect.

#ere is also a way to pay homage to your loved one while touching 
the lives of others in the community by contributing to a beauti"cation 
initiative like Anne Arundel County Department of Parks & Recre-
ation's Lasting Gift Program (www.aacounty.org/RecParks/lasting
gift/lastinggift.cfm#.UzLrvahdWSo). “#e program o!ers 
the opportunity to select designated options to celebrate life by 
enhancing parklands through sponsorship of a lasting gift.” #is 
stewardship opportunity enables you to acknowledge your loved 
one for years to come while also helping conserve area parklands 
and trails. Lasting Gift suggestions include: personalized bricks, 
park benches, gardens, playground equipment or other park beau-
ti"cation measures. Queen Anne’s County also o!ers a similar 
opportunity to memorialize individuals through park memorials 
(www.parksnrec.org/hiker-biker-trails/park-memorials).

However you decide to commemorate Memorial Day each 
year, remember that by paying tribute to your loved one’s service, 
as well as all veterans’ sacri"ces to protect our freedom, it shows 
younger generations the importance of service and support-
ing our troops. Visit the United States Veterans Legacy Project 
(www.veteranslegacy.net) for more ideas on how to further the 
distinguished legacy of our nation’s heroes.

a Departed      Loved One
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By Neil Moran
If you think your choices are limited when it comes to 

perennial plants for the shady or woodland areas in your yard, 
follow along as I share some perennial $owers that perhaps you’ve 
overlooked. #ese perennials have done well for me in my garden 
and some of the yards I’ve landscaped.

#e nice thing about this list of plants is that unlike the 
perennials you "nd featured prominently in national gardening 
magazines and books, you’ll be able to "nd these plants in most 
garden centers in your area. If you have trouble "nding any of the 
plants I mention, simply go to www.perennialresource.com and 
click on “"nd a professional.” Here you’ll "nd retailers in your area 
who carry some or all of the plants I am describing. 

6JCFG�/PWKOI�3GSGOOKC\T
Aquilegia (columbine): #is Spring-$owering perennial 

with droopy $owers comes in pink, purple and lavender. Plant at 
least "ve in a group to get them noticed in a $owerbed or land-
scape. Columbine will do OK in less than ideal soils, though like 
all $owers, will do best in a loose soil rich in organic matter (see 
growing tips below). 

Dicentra (bleeding heart): #is crown jewel of the shade 
garden is another early bloomer. It can get fairly large, so it’s good 
for "lling in large spaces. I’ve found bleeding heart to be a little 
picky about where it calls home. Once you "nd it thriving in a 
certain location, don’t do as I did and move it. You may end up in 
the doghouse with your signi"cant other like I did.

Aruncus (goatsbeard): Here’s another perennial that will "ll 
in a large space in a shady location. It likes a rich soil with lots 
of humus and will grow to six feet tall. It blooms best where it is 
exposed to sunlight at least part of the day.

Ligularia: I discovered this plant at a local garden center last 
Summer while looking for a good shade plant for a customer’s 
landscape. “Bottle Rocket” is one of the more compact Ligularias 
that features mustard yellow $owers atop chocolate stems. #is 
compact, deer-resistant variety grows to just over a foot.  

Lungwort: #is underappreciated plant is used in the wood-
land garden as a border plant or to carpet a large area under a 
tree. Its leaves resemble trout lily, a native species you see often 
in northern forests. It likes moist, rich, well-drained soil and will 
grow from 6”-24” tall. It stands out nicely when mixed in among 
hostas, ferns and brunneras.

Hemerocallis (day lily): although we usually see this one 
growing in the sunny locales, it is also listed as a good plant for 
shady spots. Very adaptable, day lily will grow just about any-
where under any conditions and comes in more colors than found 
in a box of Crayolas. 

+PTUCT�*C\PSG�  
#ere are some fairly new shade-loving hostas that recently 

became available to gardeners. Be sure to keep your eyes open for 
these new hostas: Hosta “Autumn Frost,” a frosty blue specimen 
with a bright yellow margin that will lighten to a creamy white 

during 
the Summer 

months. It’s a medium-sized 
hosta, spreading to about 24 inches. 

Hosta “Goodness Gracious,” has large heart-shaped leaves 
and a wide spreading habit. #e deeply veined leaves are dark 
green with a very wide, yellow margin. Hosta “Hudson Bay, ” has a 
wide, bright blue margin and apple green jetting, which contrasts 
well with a creamy white center. #e $owers are near white, and 
it’s also resistant to slugs!

&V\UVSC\�5GRVKSGNGOUT�HPS�6JCFG�3\COUT
#ere is no one-size-"ts-all on how to grow shade perenni-

als, however, most will do well in soil that is moist, but not wet, 
slightly acidic and fairly rich in organic matter. 

Here are a few tips for planting any type of perennial plant:
• For best results plant in the Spring or Fall.
• Dig a hole twice as deep and wide as the root ball.
• Fill the hole with compost or well-rotted livestock manure.
• Sprinkle in a little slow-release organic or inorganic fertilizer at 
the time of planting and water well.
• Space properly and plant at least three in an area for best visual 
impact.

To "nd out the growing requirements for speci"c shade-
tolerant perennials visit www.perennialresource.com and click 
on “Perennial Encyclopedia.” 

3GSGOOKC\T�HPS�6JCFG

0PSG�TJCFG�\PWKOI�QGSGOOKC\T�
1. Aconitum (Monkshood) ‘Blue Lagoon’
2. Acorus (Sweet Flag Grass) ‘Variegatus’
3. Actaea (Baneberry)‘Misty Blue’
4. Alstroemeria (Peruvian Lily) INCA ICE
5. Aralia (Golden Japanese Spikenard) ‘Sun King’
6. Cimicifuga (Snakeroot) ‘Hillside Black Beauty’
7. Helleborus (Lenten Rose) series Winter #rillers
8. Heuchera (Coral Bells) H. villosa hybrids such as, ‘Caramel’
9. Lobelia (Cardinal Flower) L. cardinalis
10. Pulmonaria (Lungwort) ‘Raspberry Splash’
11. Tiarella (Foam$ower) ‘Sugar & Spice’
12. Tricyrtis (Toad Lily) ‘Gilt Edge’ or ‘Miyazaki Hybrids’
Source: www.perennialresource.com
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By Leah Lancione
What can be done when your pesky to-do list just keeps 

growing and there’s no time or capability to get things done? 
#ere’s relief on the Internet, which hosts countless Web-based 
companies devoted to help you get particularly annoying tasks 
done. Tasks can range from simple errands or chores like grocery 
shopping or lawn care to substantial home repairs or installations. 
Websites don’t just stop there, because there are freelancers pro-
viding services that range from business and marketing solutions 
to spam removal, website maintenance and travel planning.

TaskRabbit (www.taskrabbit.com)
Created in 2008, TaskRabbit is “an online and mobile 

marketplace that connects neighbors to get things done.”  With 
the slogan “here to save the day,” TaskRabbit unites people 
who need some form of assistance with background-checked 
and entrepreneur-minded individuals who o!er their time and 
expertise for an agreed-upon price which is paid upon successful 
completion of the task. TaskRabbit also assumes (from the seller) 
a 20 percent service fee on each task completed. Users can select 
the “task rabbit” of their choice or have the service make the 
selection for them. Tasks can be arranged as recurring and even 
be completed by the same “task rabbit” if you prefer.

Assist U (www.assistu.com)
For more than 15 years the online company Assist U has 

trained administrative assistants to become virtual assistants 
(VAs) to overcommitted business owners. “Imagine there’s a 
person whose passion in her own business is to climb into your 
business—learning you, your work, and your life.” Sound too good 
to be true? Well, it’s real. #e company claims to certify (through 
two respected industry certi"cations) VAs to help business 
owners—whether home-based or other small businesses—get 
things in order and accomplish goals. VAs can handle everything 
from database management, sales and Internet marketing to 
order processing and other administrative responsibilities. #e 
site de"nes a professional Assist U VA as “a micro business owner 
who provides administrative and personal support to clients in 
long-term and deeply collaborative relationships.” 

Fiverr (www.!verr.com)
Fiverr is an online site and self-proclaimed “world’s largest 

marketplace for services starting at "ve dollars.” Looking for a 
stylish $yer or party invitation, ideas for your blog or memoir or 
even someone to sing happy birthday to your designated recipi-
ent? Well, Fiverr can provide these as well as other random and 
unique services. To get started, select the service of your choice 
from the categories, place an order, track the progress and then 
pay and make a review. Categories include graphics and design, 
online marketing, writing and translation, video and animation, 
music and audio, programming and tech, advertising, business, 
lifestyle and even fun and bizarre gifts. You can also sign up to sell 
your talents or expert service.

P>;LBM>L�A>EI�PBMA�RHNK�EBG@>KBG@
To-do List

Gigsbull.com (www.gigsbull.com)
Similar to Fiverr, Gigsbull.com, which acquired the company 

Dollar3.com, enables users to rent a freelancer for as little as $3. 
#is online marketplace outsources jobs by freelancers for small 
businesses and even corporations. Registration for the site is free 
and you can log in with your email and a password or connect 
through social media like Twitter or Facebook. Categories range 
from business, technology and advertising, to graphics, recipes 
and cooking, social marketing, travel, writing and translation and 
even one called fun and crazy (think digital caricatures or card 
trick tips). #ere is even a category for dating where services range 
from marriage and relationship advice to virtual companions.

5 Dollar Gigs (www.5dollargigs.com)
#is is yet another online marketplace that unites people 

who can provide a service or product for an a!ordable price. 
Listings, or “gigs," range from $5 to $100 depending on the 
service being provided. #ose o!ering a service can publicize as 
many gigs as they want and aren’t charged the 20 percent fee until 
they sell their product or talent. #e site o!ers virtually the same 
categories as the previous websites. 5 Dollar Gigs will also step in 
to settle a dispute if a service or product rendered is not up to par 
or what you expected. Gigs are paid for via PayPal.

 3to30.com (www.3to30com)
According to its website, “3to30.com is the biggest online 

small jobs marketplace to buy and sell small services from $3 
to $30.” #e site claims to be a completely secure platform for 
buyers to acquire business from freelancers or service providers.  
Featured in Forbes and other media outlets, 3to30.com authorizes 
freelancers to publicize their talents, no matter how sizable or 
silly. #e site allows numerous payment options including PayPal 
to ensure a speedier and smoother transaction. 3to30.com also 
lets sellers post up to 20 jobs and won’t charge the 20 percent 
commission fee until the order is delivered. To protect users’ pri-
vacy, all information is kept secure and use of email addresses, 
phone numbers, usernames or any other type of personal contact 
information is not permitted. All communication is done via the 
order page—the online space provided to the user and seller to 
conduct business transactions.

So, take your pick, choose the site that appeals to you most, 
and seek the help you need to get that to-do list whittled down.
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By Glen Gibson, MD
#ere’s a form of cancer you can spot with your own eyes: melanoma, or skin cancer. 

When caught early, it almost always can be cured. But left untreated, melanoma can 
become deadly.

;LEX�MW�QIPERSQE#
#is cancer develops when pigment-producing skin cells, called melanocytes, begin 

to grow and form a tumor, which can eventually spread to other parts of the body. Most 
melanomas develop from a mole or look like a new mole. In about 80 percent of people 
who develop melanoma, it is localized and curable. Exposure to ultraviolet rays from the 
sun or tanning beds is a major risk factor for the disease. It’s not the sunburn you might 
have gotten on a recent vacation, but sun exposure years or decades ago, that can a!ect 
your risk of getting skin cancer. Melanoma rates in the U.S. are rising. One in 50 people 
will get melanoma in his or her lifetime. 

;LEX�WLSYPH�]SY�[EXGL�JSV#
According to the American Academy of Dermatology, there would be fewer deaths 

from melanoma if people regularly took time to do a proper skin exam. #at means 
checking for moles on every part of your body, from your scalp to the bottoms of your 
feet and even under your "ngernails. Be on the lookout for new moles or those that are 
growing or changing over time or that look di!erent from the rest. Notice the shape, size 
and color of your moles. If you see any moles that concern you, or if you have a mole that 
itches, hurts or bleeds, talk with your doctor. Melanoma can occur at any age. #e average 
age when people develop melanoma is 10 years younger than the age that people usually 
develop cancer of the breast, lung, colon or prostate. My recommendation is to talk to 
your dermatologist about how often to get a melanoma screening.
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Glen Gibson, MD, is a surgical oncologist with 
AAMC Surgical Oncology where he uses the latest 
surgical approaches to treat and to manage an array 
of cancers. He can be reached at 443.481.3717. 
Visit askAAMC.org/cancer for more information.

photo by Christiana Care https://www.$ickr.com/photos/christianacare/5891097074/in/set-72157626966815257
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By Mac Millhone

Dining Solo
How many times have you chosen a bowl of cereal or some celery sticks 

adorned with peanut butter when making dinner for just yourself ? Instead 
of drudgery, try to look at this as an opportunity to exercise imagination and creativity, 
have a satisfying meal and enjoy a rewarding experience. Markets today are treasure 
chests of raw and prepared materials you can use to "x some "ne eats. #e salad bar and 
prepared foods sections are full of portion-controllable great stu!. Pastas, fresh or dry, 
are ready in less than 10 minutes and can be the base for hundreds of dinners. Baked 
potatoes take a little longer, but also o!er plenty of options. #e frozen food section 
holds a wonderland of possibilities. #e produce section is a feast waiting to happen. And 
then there’s chicken, bacon, sausage, pork chops, "sh "llets—oh my.

Most of the following recipes require kosher salt, pepper and olive oil.

Spaghetti Primavera
1/4 lb. spaghetti
1 medium zucchini cut in long thin strips (julienned)
1 medium carrot cut as zucchini above
1/2 medium onion cut in thin wedges
1 medium clove garlic slivered
a pinch red pepper $akes or to taste
1 cup peas fresh or frozen
grated Parmesan cheese to taste

Prepare spaghetti per package instructions minus one minute. Toss everything else 
in a large hot oiled skillet or wok and stir-fry till crisp tender. With tongs, move cooked 
spaghetti into veggies skillet. Some water will ride along. #is is good. Toss veggies and 
pasta over heat to mix. Water will evaporate and stick to pasta. Adjust seasoning and 
serve in a bowl with grated cheese. If too dry, add a little more olive oil. #is is a basic 
recipe. Use your fabulous creative mind to change or add to it. Cooked shrimp?

Baked Potato with Mushroom Sauce
Preheat oven to 350F
1 medium russet potato
1 Tbs. butter
large handful sliced mushrooms from the salad bar (6 oz.)
1 garlic clove sliced thin
1/4 cup white wine, chicken or beef stock
1 tsp. thyme
1/2 cup heavy cream

Scrub and dry potato. Roll in olive oil and again in salt. Some salt will stick. Put it 
on a baking sheet and bake for 1 hour. Check doneness by sticking with a fork.

In a large skillet melt butter and add 1 tablespoon olive oil. Add sliced mushrooms 
and garlic. Cook at medium heat till most of the moisture has evaporated. Add stock or 
wine and thyme.

Continue cooking until most of the liquid has evaporated. Stir in cream and reduce 
heat. Simmer until sauce is like silk and adjust seasoning. Cut potato and smash the sides 
to open. Pour mushroom goodness over potato and be glad it’s all for you. Need more? 
Serve with a grilled rib eye or chicken breast.

Baked Halibut Fillet
Preheat oven to 350F
1 lemon cut in half
1 halibut "llet, you choose size
1 Tbs. butter
2 Tbs. chopped Italian parsley

Heat a suitable ovenproof skillet over 
medium heat. Add butter and 1 tablespoon 
olive oil and heat until shimmering. Wet a 
paper towel with a little water and lemon 
juice and gently wipe "sh on both sides. 
Fillet should be fairly dry. Season both 
sides with salt and pepper. Carefully lay 
"llet in hot oil. Do not move it! Five 
minutes later, slide a thin spatula under 
the "sh. If it resists, give it another minute. 
Protein will let you know when it is ready 
to turn. Carefully $ip "sh and immediately 
place skillet into hot oven. Give it seven 
minutes and check it. Fish should $ake 
easily and be translucent in the center. It 
may want another minute or so depending 
on thickness. Move to plate, squeeze on a 
very little lemon juice and scatter parsley 
over it.

Sautéed Pineapple
1 Tbs. butter
fresh pineapple rings, chunks or spears 
from the produce section
2 Tbs. brown sugar

Wipe pineapple dry. Heat appropri-
ate–sized, nonstick skillet over medium 
heat. Add butter and sugar the pineapple 
pieces. Turn fruit in butter mixture for 
several minutes. Serve over ice cream or 
purchased pound cake. 

Mac, a retired airline captain, is currently living 
in Annapolis. He enjoys researching food, cooking 
and baking. He can be reached at macmillhone@
me.net
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By Michael J. Dodd, MD
Many patients who visit my o%ce 

are diagnosed with cataracts. #ey will 
ask what causes cataracts and if they can 
be prevented. #e term cataract is Latin 
meaning waterfall. #is undoubtedly de-
rived from the appearance of an advanced 
or mature cataract, which is white. So in 
ancient times if an elderly person lived 
long enough to develop a white cataract, 
their pupil would look white instead of the 
normal black appearance; it appeared that 
they had a "waterfall" in their pupil. White 
cataracts are rare in the United States 
today because they are usually diagnosed 
and removed before they advance to the 
mature stage. 

What is the cause of a cataract? 
Everyone has a soft, $exible, clear lens, 
which is located behind the iris -- the 
colored part which gives us brown or blue 

&DWDUDFWV��
Can They be Prevented?
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eyes. #e natural lens functions by changing shape due to tension on the equator of the 
lens.  #is change in shape allows us to focus near and far. As we age the lens becomes 
less $exible and focusing nearby becomes more di%cult. #is is common in the early 40s 
and reading glasses solve this problem. As the eye continues to age, the lens becomes 
more cloudy and it is more di%cult for light to pass through the hazy lens. #is is the 
beginning of a cataract. Eventually, the cloudiness becomes signi"cant enough to impair 
the vision, even with the bene"t of glasses. Once the best-corrected vision drops below 
20/40, it is time to consider cataract surgery. Aging, then, is obviously the cause of 
cataracts. It is natural to develop a cataract. If people live long enough, everyone will get 
them. Even animals get cataracts. So far we have no method to prevent the development 
of cataracts. #ere is research to see if any drugs could prevent their growth, but so far 
there have been no promising results.

#e only treatment is surgical removal and replacement with a tiny soft plastic "lens 
implant." Today there are a variety of lens implants available to correct vision. Some 
implants correct for distance vision only, while some correct for both distance and nearby 
vision. Your eye surgeon will discuss the various options available.

Dr. Dodd is a practicing ophthalmologist at Maryland Eye Associates located in Annapolis, Prince 
Frederick and Upper Marlboro, as well as an instructor at the University of Maryland Department of 
Ophthalmology. He can be reached at 410.224.4550 or mjdmd1@gmail.com
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By Maureen Smith
For the past 10 or so years, we have enjoyed a beautiful little town, close to water, 

abounding in $owers with cute little shops and excellent restaurants. No, this isn’t 
Annapolis. We drive about 450 miles to Niagara-on-the-Lake in Canada. #is little 
town hosts the 53-year-old Shaw Festival (www.shawfestival.com). A reportorial 
company of 50 or 60 professional actors perform in eight or nine plays at three theaters 
during a season that runs from April through October. #ey are not all Shaw plays, but 
generally are from his time period.  Usually there is one magni"cent musical. In 2013 
they did “Guys and Dolls,” a show we have seen many times, but never enjoyed it any 
more than this production.  

We choose to make the trip in the Fall to view the magni"cent foliage at that time 
of year. Last year we were fortunate to catch the trees at their peak of beauty. We stay 
only a few days and see one or two plays a day. #en we return home enjoying the scenery 
again and maybe listening to a book on tape.  

#ere are many choices of places to stay. Send o! for a visitor’s guide (www.
niagaraonthelake.com) about the many bed and breakfast places available, or the quaint 
inns and lavish hotels. #e theaters are located within a quarter-mile stretch along a 
beautiful $ower-decked street, all an easy walk from one another. Be sure to bring your 
camera for the many photo ops.

#is year we rented bicycles and took our own little tour on the path by the Niagara 
River, then cutting over to little roads through some vineyards. We enjoyed seeing the 
machinery gathering the grapes.

#ere is a wealth of fun things to do including the many tours to wineries for 
tastings. You’ll want to sample the region’s world-famous ice wine.

Each trip we add a new culinary discovery. One of our favorites is the Benchmark 
Restaurant at Niagara College. #is is such a "nd that we try to keep it a secret. #e 
restaurant features the culinary skills of their student chefs showcasing fresh local 
ingredients, all at very reasonable prices. Excellent food and service are paired with wine 
crafted at the college from their vineyards. #ey even make their own beer. We have 
never been disappointed. Another favorite is the Niagara-on-the-Lake Golf Club, the 
oldest golf course in North America. Located within easy walking distance from the 
town center, its restaurant on Lake Ontario is another winner with good food and again, 
economical prices. While there, you might want to bring your clubs or just walk the 
paths to enjoy the beautiful nine-hole course.

It would be an oversight to not 
mention the Botanical Gardens located 
just outside of Niagara-on-the-Lake. It’s 
a chance to meander down lovely paths 
featuring a rose garden, boasting 2,300 
varieties of roses; a vegetable garden 
"lled with little-known vegetables in an 
intensive planting design; an herb garden 
and the arboretum where you will enjoy 
the beauty of rhododendrons and azaleas. 
#e mission of the Botanical Gardens is 
to train students in the art, mystery and 
science of horticulture. A must stop. To 
learn more, check out their website www.
niagaraparks.com

Another favorite stop is the Niagara 
Parks Butter$y Conservatory, a tropical 
paradise with 2,000 free-$ying butter$ies 
and wonderful plants. It’s located on the 
Niagara Parkway, a scenic 20-mile roadway 
between Niagara Falls and Niagara-on-
the-Lake.  

Of course if you want to extend your 
trip, Niagara Falls is only a 90-mile hop 
away and from the beautiful Canadian city 
of Toronto. You could also include a visit 
to the Corning Museum of Glass in Corn-
ing, N.Y., the home to the world’s largest 
collection of glass, showcasing 3,500 years 
of glass art and history.
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By Steve Fleming
“Where is the best place to retire?” #at question was frequently 

asked in hundreds of preretirement seminars I have led across the 
United States. Many “best places to retire” lists are published. #e 
top choices in a few 2014 lists include Akron, Ohio, Albuquerque, 
N.M., Abilene or Austin, Texas, Winchester, Va., or Raleigh, 
N.C. Quite a varied list. Of course, the criteria used for each list is 
di!erent, hence the variety of “best places” chosen.

In fact, there is no best place for you to retire unless it’s the 
one which "ts your criteria, needs and situation. To help you "nd 
your best place, here are some questions to consider when evalu-
ating retirement locations.
����!	�
Do you want the change of seasons?  Or would you prefer a steady 
year-round climate? Do you want to live in snow country or the 
desert?  
�����!�
Are there good medical facilities nearby? As we age, access to 
good quality care from doctors to clinics to hospitals becomes 
even more important. 
 
����?�����	
��	���
Many retirees plan to work part time to keep active and earn extra 
spending money. What is available where you might retire?
	�!�����	!	���
What is tra%c like? Good public transit or decent taxi service can 
be vital when you no longer drive. A nearby airport with several 
major airlines or passenger rail service available will make longer 
distance travel easier.
!�����!À���	�
How expensive is it to live there? San Francisco and New York 
City are vibrant but expensive. Other locations may o!er similar 
opportunities but at more reasonable cost. Don’t overlook taxes. 
Some states and cities tax retirement income, others do not. 
Property taxes vary greatly. Where you retire should not put a 
regular strain on your budget.
��
����
Do the housing options "t your needs and lifestyle? Can you buy 
or rent what you want and need at a price you can a!ord? Utility 
costs?
���	��
�	�
Do you want to live someplace similar to where you live now, or 
do you want to try something new? If you now live in the country, 
are you ready to live in the city? How will you maintain some 
continuity with your past?
�!�	�?����
��	�
Many want to continue to be active in a faith community when 
retired. Does your new location allow this?
�
�	
��
If you like ballet, the symphony, live jazz or art galleries, you would 
want to live where you have access to similar cultural amenities.

À��	?��!��?	�?��	���@

����	�?>?�����!	���
If you enjoy an active lifestyle or attending sports events, what are 
the opportunities to continue with those interests?  

�������	�
Finding the best spot for you may include being close to family or 
signi"cant friends. Moving nearer to these special people can be 
rewarding, but may also mean renegotiating expectations.  

��!�����?>?������?À!��
Are there educational opportunities available if you enjoy learning 
new things or skills? Many retirees want to help others through 
volunteering and community service. What exists to allow that?

�����!���
I don’t sleep well at altitudes over about 5,200 feet. Santa Fe is a 
great retirement location, but at 7,000 feet in altitude it is not a 
good choice for me. High pollen, very humid (or very arid) ar-
eas may cause problems for you. Consider the geographic conse-
quences of anyplace you may retire.

��������?>?������!�?��������
Are the basics (grocery store, pharmacy, department store) avail-
able nearby? Barber? Hair salon? Auto repair? If you love shop-
ping, what retail is available?

���!	��������
If you are a social person, this place should give you opportunities 
to make new friends and build new relationships. Does this loca-
tion o!er those avenues?

�������
Many retired people want to "nd places o!ering natural beauty 
and scenery. What would be near to your retirement location that 
would meet your needs?

����
#e truly “best place” for your retirement will be that place where 
you can feel at home. It will be a place of comfort, whatever that 
means to you.  

#ese are just a few of many things to consider as you seek 
the best place for your retirement.  
Steve grew up in Hagerstown and has spent his life working with people 
in their life journeys. To "nd free resources you can use, log on to www.
SRFLifeRetirementCoach.com

photo by Glenn Brown
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By Leah Lancione)ounded by Ben Franklin, the U.S. Postal Inspection 
Service (USPIS) is a federal law enforcement agency that 
works in conjunction with U.S. attorneys, other law en-

forcement agencies and local prosecutors on potential criminal 
cases that involve fraudulent use of the U.S. mail system.

#e USPIS website (https://postalinspectors.uspis.gov) 
de"nes instances of fraudulent use of the postal system as mail 
fraud (mystery shopper scams and work-at-home schemes), 
"nancial fraud (charity, credit card and investment fraud such 
as Ponzi schemes, fraud against older Americans, in addition 
to sweepstakes and lottery fraud (free vacation scams, foreign 
lotteries by mail and free-prize schemes). #e USPIS also directs 
citizens on what to do with junk or spam email with falsi"ed 
information that involves the U.S. Postal Service (USPS). In fact, 
USPIS agents enforce over 200 federal statutes relating to the 
USPS mail.

Fraud targeting older citizens, you ask? Well, the sad reality 
is it’s widespread. #e National Council on Aging (NCOA) 
explains that “"nancial scams targeting seniors have become 
so prevalent that they’re now considered “the crime of the 21st 
century.” Seniors are targeted because it’s assumed they have a 
large reserve of savings. #e victims of these crimes are often 
contacted by phone or mail with an unsolicited o!er and asked to 
o!er up their "nancial information or asked to make a purchase 
or immediate decision. According to Fraud.org, “fraudulent tele-
marketers aren't just pushy salespeople trying to make a living, 
they are hardened criminals out to take their victims’ life savings. 
#ey're so good at what they do, they can even persuade people 
to mortgage their homes to participate in phony sweepstakes, 
investment o!ers, and other schemes.” 

How do we protect ourselves and loved ones from these 
fraudulent schemes? Fraud.org says the "rst step is to recognize 
that the people behind mail fraud and 
telemarketing schemes are criminals 
out to steal their money. Furthermore, 
these crimes are punishable by "nes 
and/or jail time. Once folks accept this 
fact, they are more likely to hang up, 
shred unwanted mail and report scams. 
#e next step is to know some signs or 
“red $ags” of fraud:

• a promise of winning, making 
or borrowing money quickly and 
easily;
• a demand for immediate action 
to take advantage of an opportu-
nity;

• a refusal to send written information before the purchase 
or donation;
• scare tactics to persuade a purchase;
• insistence that money be wired or a payment be made for 
pickup by a courier; 
• a refusal to stop calling even after you’ve asked them to 
stop;
• excessive mail for contests, free trips, prizes or sweepstakes;
• frequent calls for once-in-a-lifetime o!ers or for charitable 
donations;
• requests for large or repeated payments to companies 
abroad;
• a requirement to purchase multiple magazine subscriptions.

Let the seniors in your life know that they should look out 
for emails from unknown but seemingly legitimate organizations 
asking them to update their "nancial information—with some 
cases even falsely insinuating it’s for Internal Revenue Service tax 
purposes. Investment schemes are also common and involve folks 
being asked to invest their retirement money in a pyramid scheme. 
Seniors should also be wary of reverse mortgage scams that entail 
unsecured reverse mortgages and not o%cial home re"nancing. 
Lastly, lottery or sweepstakes schemes are scams requiring the 
recipient to make an initial payment to “unlock” or pay taxes on 
the larger monetary award that never arrives or a check that ends 
up bouncing at the bank. 

Seniors or their loved ones should report their complaints 
regarding an act of fraud to the USPIS. #e agency’s website has 
an online complaint form that is easily accessible.

Visit www.ncoa.org or https://postalinspectors.uspis.gov or www.fraud.
org for more information.

Protect Yourself
and Loved Ones from�
0�$,/�)5�$8'
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By Louise Whiteside

Have you ever had a craving for a decadent dessert, but balked at 
pulling out all those cumbersome baking utensils? Keep reading if you 
have daydreamed about making a single serving of something delecta-
ble, just for you. Surely you have hesitated to bake a whole cake because 
all you wanted was one piece. Well here is a scrumptious dish you can 
create in a matter of minutes.

#ere is a way to prepare an incredibly easy entree, omelet, luscious 
dessert and more in two minutes, using two simple tools: your microwave 
oven and an ordinary co!ee mug.

#is approach -- in terms of e!ortlessness and deliciousness -- has 
delighted my family members, my friends and me, inspiring us to explore 
the multitude of mug recipes now available.

Here is a sampling of them:

�\G�GY[K9��[U9�(<�[��5L
Large, microwave-safe co!ee mug
4 Tbs. plain $our (not self-rising)
4 Tbs. sugar
2 Tbs. baking cocoa
1/4 tsp. baking powder
1 egg
3 Tbs. milk
3 Tbs. oil
3 Tbs. chocolate chips (optional)
Few drops vanilla
Topping of your choice

Add dry ingredients to mug and mix well. Add egg 
and mix thoroughly. Pour in milk and oil, and mix again. 
Add chocolate chips (if using) and vanilla, and mix again.

Set mug in microwave and cook for 2-1/2 minutes 
on high. Cake will rise over top of mug, but will not 
over$ow. (To avoid this, use a very large mug.) Watch 
carefully.  Do not overcook. Remove from microwave. 
If desired, top with ice cream, whipped cream, prepared 
frosting or powdered sugar.

Serves one, or share if you feel generous.


<(�U9�&GG&Y9��GGU(9�(<�[��5L
1 Tbs. butter
1 Tbs. granulated sugar
1 heaping Tbs. "rmly packed dark brown sugar
Pinch of cream of tartar
Pinch of kosher salt
1/8 tsp. vanilla
Cinnamon
1 egg yolk
3 Tbs. all-purpose $our

In microwave-safe co!ee mug, melt butter. Stir 
sugars and butter together with a fork. Add cream 
of tartar, salt, vanilla and 2 dashes cinnamon and stir 
until combined. Stir in egg yolk. Stir in $our. Top with 
additional cinnamon. Microwave on high for 45-60 
seconds. Cookie will be soft when hot and will become 
chewier as it cools.

.19Y9K�(<�[��5L
Nonstick cooking spray
1 large egg
2 egg whites
2 Tbs. shredded cheddar cheese
2 Tbs. diced, cooked ham
1 Tbs. diced green bell pepper
salt and pepper to taste

Spray microwave-safe co!ee mug with nonstick cooking spray. 
Combine all ingredients in mug and whip slightly. Microwave on high 
for 1 minute. Stir. 

Return to microwave and cook until eggs are set (1 to 1-1/2 minutes 
longer).

�<AK[<K��5L�.`��[�����\99A9�(<�K\9��(��G�[-9
1/3 cup pasta
1/2 cup water
1/4 cup milk
1/2 cup shredded cheddar cheese

Combine pasta and water in a very large mug or bowl. Microwave 
on high for 2 minutes.  Stir. Cook for 2-4 more minutes, stirring at 
2-minute intervals. Water should absorb completely and pasta should 
be cooked through. If necessary, add one more teaspoon water and cook 
for one more minute. Remove pasta from microwave. Stir in milk and 
cheese. Microwave for one additional minute. Stir cheese thoroughly.

Notes: Microwave ovens vary in power capacity. To avoid over-
cooking, cook food for the minimum recommended time and check for 
doneness. 

All of the above recipes serve one or make two smaller servings.

X9T9�9<�9AE
Find many more co!ee mug recipes on the following websites:
www.foodtv.co.nz
www.number-2-pencil.com
www.allrecipes.com
www.simplyrecipes.com
www.hungry-girl.com
www.babble.com

                 Cook it
                in a
        Mug
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By Henry S. Parker, PhD 
Around the shores of Chesa-

peake Bay and beneath its murky waters, 
the legacy of World War II lies buried 
and largely forgotten. As we approach 
Memorial Day and the anniversary of 
D-Day, we naturally think of Normandy 
on the Atlantic and the far-$ung islands 
of the Paci"c. But how many of us know 
about the Bay’s important role in the war? 

Consider the Annapolis Yacht Yard 
(AYY). #is company operated in Eastport 
from 1937 to 1947, when Trumpy’s, the 
famous yacht builder, bought the property 
(the site later became the location of the 
Chart House restaurant). During the 
Second World War AYY was an im-
portant manufacturer of naval craft. 
#e yard’s specialty was Torpedo 
Patrol (PT) boats. You’ve heard 
of these amazing craft, but don’t 
know much about them? Here are 
a few highlights:
• Wooden-hulled, fast and high-
ly maneuverable, they ranged in 
length from 70-80 feet and could 
reach speeds of 40 knots.
• #ey were armed with torpedoes, 
50-caliber machine guns, and sometimes, 
depth charges.
• #eir primary mission was to locate and 
attack enemy targets, including warships 
and supply vessels. Usually operating 
with deadly e!ectiveness under cover of 
darkness, these “mosquito boats” were 
greatly feared by the Japanese.
• #eir fame spread when PT-41 evacuated 
Gen. Douglas MacArthur from besieged 
Corregidor Island, Philippines, in 1942. 
And nearly everyone knows about the 
exploits and sinking of PT-109, skippered 
by John F. Kennedy.

Most of the PT boats built for the 
U.S. Navy in World War II were manufac-
tured in Bayonne, N.J., and New Orleans. 
Annapolis Yacht Yard’s entire output went 
to allied navies (28 Vosper PT Boats for 

the British navy and another 100 PT Boats 
for the Russian navy). Still, they were the 
third-largest producer of PT Boats during 
the war. #e yard also built submarine 
chasers early in the war.

#e Bethlehem Sparrows Point 
Shipyard in Baltimore also played a critical 
role in the war e!ort, building a number 
of vessels for the British Merchant Navy 
under the U.S. government’s Emergency 

Shipbuilding Program. At its peak in 1943, 
the yard employed nearly 50,000 workers. 
In 1941 the facility built and launched the 
world’s "rst liberty ship, the Patrick Henry. 
Before the war ended, 383 more liberty 
ships slid down the yard’s way.

A number of important military in-
stallations arrayed around the Bay made 
critical contributions in World War II. 
#ese included:
• #e U.S. Naval Academy;
• Aberdeen Proving Ground in Maryland’s 
Upper Chesapeake Bay;
• #e Severn River Naval Complex in 

Annapolis, which carried out ground-
breaking engineering R&D;
• Langley Field in Hampton Roads, Va., 
which pioneered aircraft-based antisub-
marine warfare techniques;
• #e sprawling Norfolk, Va., Naval Base 
and Shipyard complex at the mouth of the 
Bay.

Even as area shipyards and other 
facilities contributed to "ghting the 
war, the Bay itself was threatened by the 
German navy. U-boats posed the principal 
risk. At least two carried out successful 
attacks on allied shipping at the entrance 

of Chesapeake Bay. In June 1942, U-701 
arrived near Norfolk, on a top-secret 

mission to lay mines in the shipping 
channels coming out of the Bay. On 
June 15 and 17 three allied merchant 
vessels struck these mines. Two 
were sunk and one was damaged. 
U-701 also torpedoed, but failed to 
sink, a British tanker not far from 
the Chesapeake Lightship.

On July 28, 1943, U-230 laid 
24 mines near the U.S. Navy Base in 

Norfolk. #ere is no record of allied 
ships striking any of these mines.

A third U-boat, U-1105, lies at the 
bottom of Chesapeake Bay today. No, it 
was not a war casualty, and it never got 
close to U.S. shores during World War II. 
#is sub, nicknamed the “Black Panther,” 
was launched in 1944 and stalked Allied 
convoys o! the coast of Ireland. But 
U-1105 had special technology that later 
caught the attention of U.S. engineers. 
#e sub was one of 10 U-Boats that was 
covered in sound-absorbent rubber tiles 
to help it evade sonar detection. After 
the war the Black Panther was brought 
to the United States for study. When the 
research was complete the sub was used for 
target practice in the Patuxent River until 
it went down for good in 1949. For nearly 
four decades its remains lay forgotten on 

Plaque with symbol of World War II PT Boat.
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the bottom of the Bay. #en, in 1985, the 
broken hull was discovered by recreational 
divers o! Piney Point. Today the U-1105 
site is a Maryland historic shipwreck 
preserve and a magnet for sport divers.

#ese accounts only scratch 
the surface of the important role of 
Chesapeake Bay in World War II. But 
anyone who wants to learn more about 
U.S. Navy in World War II will "nd a 
treasure right in Annapolis: #e U.S. 
Naval Academy Museum. Located on the 
grounds of the academy in Preble Hall, the 
museum is open to the public seven days a 
week and hosts more than 100,000 visitors 
a year. Non-military personnel with a 
valid government-issued ID can enter the 
academy through the pedestrian entrance. 
For more information, see www.usna.edu/
Museum/ 

If your World War II curiosity is still 
unsated, and you’d like to combine a little 
history with other cultural (and earthier?) 
pursuits, head down to New Orleans. 
Between courses of Cajun cooking and 
sessions of jazz music be sure to leave 
time for the World War II Museum on 
Magazine Street. #is gem is ranked as the 

*Ia�*a\M[
)RU�ORWV�RI�JRRG�LQIRUPDWLRQ�RQ�SRVVLEOH�DOWHUQDWLYH�RU�
FRPSOHPHQWDU\���PHGLFLQH��ORJ�RQWR�ZZZ�QFFDP�QLK�
JRY�

410-370-0673 (Direct)   
410-972-4540 (O!ce)  

1997 Annapolis Exchange Parkway,  
Suite 300, Annapolis, MD 21401 

www.chesapeake-elder-law.com 
cbecke!@aol.com

Candace H. Becke! 
A"orney and Counselor of Law 

“The Senior Friendly Attorney”

Elder Law
Planning for Long Term Care

Nursing Home and 
Assisted Living Contracts

Medicaid for Long Term Care
Financial Powers of A!orney
Advance Medical Directives
In Home Care Agreements

Adult Child Caregiver Agreements
Wills and Trusts

Administrations of Estates/Probate

 
 

Across From Annapolis Mall on Jennifer Rd. 
Excellent Parking

city’s top attraction, which is saying something given the area’s competing venues. Open 
daily, the museum suggests that you allow at least three hours for a visit. You may want 
to linger for three days. For more information, check the web site at http://national
ww2museum.org/ 

Whether your World War II research is limited to the Bay Area or extends 
farther a"eld, you will enlarge your understanding of a fascinating, and often sobering, 
subject. And your new knowledge of the last great war this country fought will likely 
make you appreciate even more the courage 
and sacri"ces of both civilians and military 
personnel of the Greatest Generation—a 
generation that, sadly, is fast disappearing.

!e author’s parents were together in Honolulu 
when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor on Dec. 
7, 1941. His father was skipper of a PT boat, 
which saw action at Pearl Harbor and the Battle 
of Midway. His mother remained in Hawaii 
where she worked for the Army’s O%ce of Censor-
ship and the Women’s Air Raid Defense. He can 
be contacted at hspsbp@gmail.com

"A number of important military 
installations arrayed around the Bay made 

critical contributions in World War II."
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By Pat Jurgens 
Who isn’t thrilled by the "rst $owers of Spring? Green shoots rising from the warming earth, along with the hope, the excite-

ment of new life emerging, the warm season returning. Da!odils in bright yellow frocks, their perfume lingering in the fresh morning 
air, tulips in their colorful reds and yellows and mixed rainbow hues. Snowdrop, crocus, pansy, violets, hyacinth and iris - even non-
gardeners know them all.

#ese are the $owers we remember from childhood. Violets were picked from cracks in the sidewalk for a May basket. Snow-
drops bloomed through the last snow cover. Crocuses were the "rst bulbs in the garden to show their lavender blue heads. But now 
comes the reckoning for those of us who did not plant bulbs last Fall. We will have to be content with views of our neighbors’ gardens 
or visit a grocery or garden shop for a potted plant to enjoy indoors. 

So this is the time to get on the Web and prepare for next Spring.  Seriously. It is not too soon. Peruse the many o!erings on 
the Internet, or order catalogs to pore over. Bulbs should be ordered by early Summer, so that suppliers can mail them to your locale 
at the appropriate time for Fall planting. Garden companies take all the worry out of when to plant, as they give the customer speci"c 
timing instructions. 
Catalogue suggestions:  
www.johnscheepers.com
My personal favorite, and a company with 
a longstanding reputation of excellence. 
Started in 1908 by a young Dutchman in 
the U.S.  
www.vanengelen.com  
Sister company to John Scheepers, for 
wholesale purchases of large quantities of 
bulbs at reasonable prices.
www.brecks.com
Large, established U.S. importer of Dutch 
bulbs with strong company presence in 
Holland. Lifetime plant guarantee.  
www.dutchgardens.com 
Century-old company founded in Hol-
land. Most bulbs grown in the Northern 
Sand District of NW Holland coast.

www.michiganbulb.com  
Well-known discount bulb company. Both 
positive and negative reviews.

http://habj.net/bulbs.html  
Holland America Bulb Farm in Wood-
land, Wash. Home of Woodland Tulip 
Festival.  

Planting is a simple process, requiring only that 
you get down on your knees and dig a hole for each 
bulb. If that is problematic, engage a grandchild or 
young neighbor to help.  

Before the bulbs arrive next Fall, plan where 
your bed of bulbs will be located and prepare 
the soil. It should be well drained 
but not sandy. Buy a metal bulb 
planter to make things easier.

1. Dig the hole, remembering 
the general rule is making it three 
times as deep as the bulb.  Follow 
supplier’s instructions. If you’re plant-
ing many bulbs, it’s easier to dig a trench.
2. Add a high-phosphate fertilizer 5-10-5 
or “bone meal.” Mix the fertilizer with 
some soil in the hole.
3. Place bulb in ground, roots down.  
4. Cover with soil, no air pockets.  
5. Water thoroughly, adding soil as 
needed.

Next Spring you’ll be rewarded when the shoots start sprouting, 
$owers start blooming and their lovely scent "lls the air. 

)LUVW���HQOD�RI�6SULQJ
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By Ryan Helfenbein
After a rough Winter, we all have been anticipating the 

long-awaited Spring and the o%cial opening area of pools on 
Memorial Day. #is holiday also o!ers a day o! from work and 
school, when family and friends gather together for an outdoor 
picnic. But is today’s Memorial Day celebration much di!erent 
from that of our ancestors, or has modern culture pulled us away 
from its true meaning? Tie into your day the honoring of those 
who have gone on before us by placing fresh Spring $owers on 
the graves of fallen soldiers and you have a day of decoration that 
dates back to that of the mid-1800s. For families then, a day of 
memorialization developed into a signi"cant holiday, because 
nearly every household in America lost a loved one in the Civil 
War. 

During the Civil War, Americans, for the "rst time, 
experienced extensive casualties. #is generated an overwhelm-
ing inability to cope with great loss, because deaths weren’t 
occasioned by witnessed, peaceful funerals. Soldiers were laid 
to rest in mass graves on or near the battle"elds where they fell. 
Local newspapers and fellow soldiers informed family members 
that their loved ones were “missing.” 

 #ere were no survivor bene"ts at this time for families of 
individuals who gave their lives to this country. Prior to the war, 
there were no veterans cemeteries, and Arlington National Cem-
etery did not exist. #ere was no location for family members to 
visit or place $owers. Nor was there a national day of recognition 
to honor those who had fallen. #e Civil War truly rede"ned the 
way Americans view death. Due to this new reality, government 
policies and procedures were implemented and the general need 
to cope with a loss was given form. Our government responded by 
providing veteran’s cemeteries, survivor bene"ts and an identi"ca-
tion process for those lost at war away from home. Ultimately, it 
brought about the creation of a national day to re$ect on the lives 
of the individuals who fought for our freedom. 

#e remembrance day we have come to know as Memorial 
Day was something that began following the war. Southerners 
had multiple decoration days for honoring their Civil War vet-
erans such as May 10, the anniversary of Stone Wall Jackson’s 
death, April 26, the day of the "nal Confederate surrender, and 
June 3, Je!erson Davis’ birthday. As for the Northerners, Gen. 
John Logan, commander of the Grand Army of the Republic, 
established in 1868 a formal day for the decorating of fallen sol-

diers. May 30 was established as Decoration Day, the forerunner 
of Memorial Day. Even though the concept is the same, in some 
areas in the South, this day is still observed on a day other than 
the last Monday in May.  

#e formal practice of what we know as Memorial Day 
actually started in Charleston, S.C., on May 1, 1865, by a small 
group of Southerners. During the last year of the war, an open-air 
prison was established for captured Union soldiers at a place 
called Planters Race Course. About 260 Union soldiers died 
and were buried in a mass grave just behind the grandstands of 
the race track. In February 1865, after holding out to the bitter 
end, the Southerners evacuated Charleston and the Union army 
moved in. #e few Southerners that still remained in the city 
were freed slaves and loyal to the Union army.  #ey collectively 
came together and reinterred each of those 260 Union soldiers 
into individual graves. None of them were properly named due to 
lack of identi"cation. #is team of Southerners went on to build 
a large white fence surrounding these graves, naming it Martyrs 
of the Race Course. On May 1, on its completion, a huge parade 
was held on the racetrack with 10,000 people in attendance. #e 
Star Spangled Banner and America the Beautiful were sung by 
childrens choirs and scripture read by a series of clergymen. After 
the parade they all went into the center of the racetrack and did 
what most of us do on Memorial Day – held picnics.  

#ere were no pools to be opened then, but if there had 
been, they would have been opened to celebrate the lives each 
of those Union soldiers gave for that small group of Southern-
ers’ freedom. #is Memorial Day, as you enjoy that picnic, take 
a moment to give thanks to all of those who gave their lives for 
our freedom over the many years during and since the Civil War. 
Ryan, owner, supervising mortician and preplanning counselor at Lasting 
Tributes on Bestgate Road in Annapolis, o#ers solutions to high-cost funerals. 
He can be reached at 410.897.4852 or Ryan@LastingTributesFuneralCare.
com
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By Nancy Lincoln Reynolds
I could not 

help but be relieved 
at the sight of the 
"rst purple crocus 
that pushed its way 
through the still-
frosty ground next 
to the stonewall. As I 
walked past, its brilliant 
lavender and yellow spec-
tacle surprised me. Especially 
since only the day before another 
white coverlet had tucked it in. But there 
it was, heralding the arrival of Spring, with 
the silent voice of a toddler at dawn, "I'm 
ready to get up!"

#e Chesapeake Bay area had a "ckle, 
taunting Winter this year with its low 
temperatures and sporadic snows. Some 
places saw several inches of signi"cance, 
while only miles away there was not so 
much. For a time it seemed we would never 
get out of Winter because the storms kept 
coming while jubilant weather forecasters 
prophesied them again and again. #ey 
came so often that the usual undercurrent 
of excitement in emptying grocery shelves 
under threats of two to four inches of snow 
waned and was replaced by grumbling. We 
were in "the grip" for a long time and not 
too pleased about it. Attitudes became as 
hardened as the frozen ground.

Winter has a way of challenging 
us, and we all respond di!erently. Some 
hunker down in home settings with warm 
"res, books and comfort foods. Others, 
challenged by the cold, set their jaws in de-
termination and choose to go on with their 
routine. Still others take on the season 
with bravado, metaphorically and literally, 
skiing over the frozen blight in cavalier 
fashion. Responses vary depending upon 
temperament and circumstance … and 
whether or not one has a choice.

#ere are many who cannot choose 
a response to Winter's onslaught and are 

simply compelled to keep going. #ese 
are the homeless, the hungry, the sick or 
mentally ill, the unemployed -- the ones 
who struggle with existence regardless 
of season. #eir plights are among the 
casualties of mortality, and they, like we, 
live right here. Winter also comes in 
forms other than season, forms which may 
plunge us into a surreal darkness when 
change, loss or grief take their toll on 
our lives. We all must brace ourselves for 
cold reality. None of us is immune. #is is 
one of the insights of Winter: Snow falls 
indiscriminately upon all of us and, at 
least for a time, its whiteness conveys the 
appearance of equity. 

#e story is told of a tradesman who 
found that a trusted employee had been 
stealing from him. He quickly "led charges 
against him and the man was found guilty 
and sent to prison. However, when the 
man was "nally released, to his amazement 
he learned that during his time in prison 
his employer had paid his usual wages to 
his wife and children, and that his job was 
his once more.  "We can start afresh," his 
employer told him. "All is forgiven."  

"All is forgiven." #at was my 
impulse toward Winter at the sight of the 
purple crocus. My previous condemnation 
of nature was melting away as I forgave 
Winter for its e!ect on me. I shifted from 

a begrudging de-
termination to just 
press on through 
another day, to an 

eagerness to an-
ticipate newness and 

beginnings. Some "nd 
Winter to be what it is 

in nature, a time for inner 
growth and rejuvenation. 

It’s an opportunity to step back 
and even hibernate, only to return with 

renewed energy and growth. #e loving 
creation of Spring is like this in its promise 
of forgiveness and starting over. 

Just as snow is indiscriminate, so is 
the blossom that heralds Spring. Even 
before the thaw of the last frost, a bright 
purple crocus pops up and o!ers its name, 
"Hope." It presents itself in the oddest 
spaces and is o!ered to all of us, regardless 
of circumstance. We may search for it or be 
surprised by it, but it always comes. 

Nancy is the associate pastor of Woods Presbyterian 
Church in Severna Park and can be reached at 
nreynolds@woodschurch.org
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By Kathryn Marchi
Until eight years ago, a podiatrist wasn’t on my doctor list. A very painful ingrown toenail prompted me to visit a 

local podiatrist, surgery was performed and that was that.
However, after my husband was diagnosed with Type 2 Diabetes, he was sent to a podiatrist by our primary care 

physician. When he came home with specially designed shoes and socks and all sorts of dire warnings about foot care, I 
really began to pay attention. Periodic foot exams with the podiatrist became the norm, along with a toenail trim.

So, why all of the fuss about foot care for diabetics? Here is an explanation along with a few sensible, proactive 
measures for keeping your feet healthy.

Diabetes is a disease that occurs when the pancreas does not produce insulin in the body or the insulin that is 
produced is inadequate to carry out necessary daily functions including processing the food we eat and turning it into 
energy. Out of the 25 million Americans with diabetes, an estimated one-fourth of them will develop foot problems 
related to the disease. #ese problems are brought about because diabetes can limit or restrict blood $ow. #is then 
causes peripheral vascular disease and changes nerve sensations to the extremities, causing neuropathy, which results in 
numbness and loss of sensation. Often with this condition pain cannot be sensed, so any wounds or damage to the foot 
are not readily noticed.   

According to the American College of Foot and Ankle Surgeons (www.acfas.org), diabetes is the leading cause of 
amputation of the lower limbs not caused by a traumatic injury. Because of this possibility, if you have been diagnosed 
with diabetes, you should examine your feet for numbness, redness, swelling or wounds that do not heal. If not treated, 
these wounds can become ulcers that are very di%cult to heal. Even before the diagnosis of diabetes, your feet can present 
the same symptoms and indicate a more serious problem.

Here are some guidelines (American Podiatric Medical Association  www.apma.org) to help prevent complica-
tions of diabetes in your feet: 

*Ia�0MIT\P�) (( 7

• Inspect your feet daily. Look for cuts, blisters, redness or nail problems. 
Be sure to check the bottoms of your feet. Even corns, calluses, bunions, 
cracked skin and hammertoes can be a result of poor circulation brought 
about by diabetes.
• Wash your feet daily in lukewarm water. Use a soft cloth, rinse well and 
dry carefully between the toes.
• Moisturize feet after washing to prevent cracks and dry skin. Do not 
moisturize between toes.
• Look for changes in circulation: Are your toes red, pink or purple when 

hanging down?  #at could be a sign of poor circulation.
• When trimming nails, carefully cut straight across and "le the edges.  Bet-
ter still, if you su!er any numbness, it's best to have a podiatrist do it for you. 
#e same advice applies to calluses or corns. Wear clean, dry socks and change 

them daily. #ere are special diabetic socks that are not so tight and less likely 
to reduce circulation.

• Do not walk barefoot, inside or out. Any sharp objects can scratch or cut your 
feet and cause infection.
• Get foot exams twice annually by a foot surgeon. 
• Stay healthy by not smoking and checking sugar levels regularly to keep 
them within normal ranges.  

7+(6(�)((7�:(5(�
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Diabetics aren't the only ones who should be concerned with foot care.  
Folks with any type of vascular problems in the legs should take serious note 
and follow the same regimen. Worrisome conditions include neuropathy or 
stenosis.  

Kathryn (marchi-wre@mris.com) interviewed Dr. Mark Goldberg DPM for this article. 
To reach Dr. Goldberg, call 410.778.1801.
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By Penelope Folsom
If you’ve never taken the family to Disney World in Orlando, 

perhaps this is the year to consider it. It’s huge. #e grounds cover 
approximately 42,000 acres, far more than can be done in a week. 
With prior planning however, there’s a good chance that many of 
the highlights can be gotten through in a shorter time. 

Disney gets crowded. Very crowded. In fact, so crowded that 
when it reaches their de"nition of capacity, it’s closed to new 
entrants. You don’t want to be part of this, so plan ahead. 
It’s easy enough to determine when 
they’re busiest by either going online 
(www.Disney.com) or better, pick-
ing up a book devoted exclusively 
to Disney World. Our favorite 
is Birnbaum’s Walt Disney World, 
which should be kept handy dur-
ing the entire experience. #ere 
are helpful hints, approximate 
hours, costs, descriptions of the 
parks and lists of everything 
available including shopping 
and restaurants. 

#e best time to visit, so say the pros, is mid-week during 
the cold months, but the heat of a Florida Summer or a rainy 
day can also cut the crowds. Very early or very late in the day are 
also better times for a chance at your favorite rides and yes, what 
you’ve heard is true: Lines can exceed two hours. Wait times are 
posted over the entry to most exhibits and rides so that you can 
opt to stay or to go. #e rides run from the benign such as “It’s a 
Small World,” perfect for the very young ones, to Space Mountain. 
Words of advice from an astute grandchild to grandparent: “If the 
word Mountain is part of the name, don’t do it!”  

7UDQVSRUWDWLRQ� 
Most accommodations o!er free transportation to 

and from the parks by ferry, monorail or bus service. Buses 
often run only every half hour and are not always conve-
niently located. It may be easier to use your own car, but 
there is a $15 daily parking fee if your accommodations 
are not on Disney property. #is can make things a bit 
easier as you can come and go as you please, taking a 
break back in your room and reemerging in time for 
the evening festivities. 

7DNLQJ�WKH�)DPLO\�WR
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Prior to arriving, purchase tickets and check the park hours. Hours can vary and 

can change even while you’re visiting. Ticket prices vary widely by age of guest and by 
a%liations such as AAA or military discounts. Take the time to shop for the best value. 
It will be well worth your time. Tickets are o!ered in increments of one day, a few days, 
weeks or the season. Be sure to check if there’s a stipulation of visiting only one park per 
day.

Disney recently added a “Fast Pass,” which puts you in a separate line that allows 
entry ahead of others in line. Each visitor is allowed three fast passes per day. Fast passes 
are available at locations throughout the park, but why waste precious time? #ey can be 
found online prior to your scheduled visit. Fast passes do not cost extra, but a predeter-
mined number are sold, so sign up early. #ere’s also an app for Disney that is invaluable 
and should be downloaded before you visit. 

Bracelets are issued if you are staying on the property. #ese free $exible and dis-
posable rubber bracelets that are yours to keep can be “read” by many of the check-in 
kiosks. In many cases, it creates an e%cient and quick way of getting through some of 
the lines. 

Most importantly for your group, have an agreed-upon meeting place and time 
should you get separated. Parents often write their cellphone numbers in an inconspicu-
ous place on a child’s arm so that if they are lost, the parent can easily be contacted. 
Groups also will often choose the same color and style of shirt, making it easy to spot 
one another. 

$FFRPPRGDWLRQV� 
#ere are many choices. From the All-Star-Resort group on site at less than $100 

per night in the o!-season to the most elaborate, both on site and o!. Most on-site 
rooms are equipped with a small refrigerator, have swimming pools and limited food ser-
vice. If any of these amenities are important to you, check with your hotel before arriving. 
#e accommodations o! site are varied, copious, scattered and o!er di!erent amenities. 
Some o!er free transportation to and from the airport with prior reservations. If you 
choose to save money, bring drinks, cereal, plastic bowls, cups, spoons and sandwich 
ingredients for eating in your room. 
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Eastern Shore Family Foot Care  
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Appropriate clothing should include 

a sweater and rain slicker. A knapsack is 
a must and should contain quick snacks, 
small bottles of water, a camera and cell-
phone. A stroller is a must for young ones, 
although they can be rented at the park. 
Blister bandages and hand wipes will prove 
to be invaluable. Pick up a map of the park 
available at any stand and a program of 
what will be taking place for the day. Bring 
your most comfortable shoes with socks or 
footies. Wear your issued bracelet and keep 
tickets and photo ID in a safe, easily acces-
sible location. 

)LQDO�:RUGV�
Disney World gives the word 

spectacular a whole new meaning. It is 
a never-to-be forgotten experience for 
young ones. Just be aware that it can be 
hugely expensive and very tiring so take 
the time to research thoroughly before 
arriving. Have a plan and try to follow it 
while remaining $exible.

And don’t hesitate to call 
407.939.5277 for help in planning your 
trip. When you connect with a human at 
Disney they are very helpful and will pa-
tiently answer your list of questions. Keep 
in mind though that their job is to upsell 
you to bigger and better activities. Weigh 
whatever they o!er carefully before ac-
cepting any upgrades; they can always be 
added later. 
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By Ellen Moyer
From experience, we elders have a thing or two we can 

impart to those younger than we are. Take shoes, for instance. 
Comfortable shoes, shoes with no-slip soles, low heels and wide 
toes. Some would call these ugly, just-got-o!-the-boat shoes, 
although some have style. But these comfortable shoes are def-
initely not sexy, sinful, funky, strut-your-stu! spike heel shoes. 
Today’s “adorable” shoes, I am told on good authority, are likely to 
leave one in later life with nerve damage, tendonitis, hammertoes 
and feet that just hurt.

We were lucky; we were raised with sturdy shoes. In Sep-
tember came the back-to-school, shoe-buying time. Remember 
those oxfords? Saddle shoes with black or brown or ox blood red 
saddles. A review of my high school yearbook found nary a soul 
without saddle shoes. Most of us grew up with sturdy shoes that 
have left us with feet that were good for walking.  

#e younger set may not fare so well. American podiatrists 
and orthopedic foot and ankle researchers have declared that 
popular shoes today are the worst shoes for your feet. Eventu-
ally the toll makes your feet hurt. If your feet hurt you lose your 
foundation and your whole body shifts. Flip-$ops, not good for 
racing for the bus or anything other than a sandy beach, are the 
number one foot enemy, followed closely by four-inch-plus spike 
heels and platforms with straps galore that wrap your legs like a 
barbers pole.

In my time, Easter was the time to get new fancy adorable 
shoes, black patent pumps. Later I graduated to two-inch heels 
with a purse and gloves to match, totally out of fashion in today’s 
mismatched world of boots and crazy colors and eclectic garb.

When I was young, I preferred bare feet, a no-no for today’s 
podiatrists.  Keds were my most favorite tennis shoe. Even 

then there was some arch support. And remember those X-ray 
machines with the green light that measured your shoe size, your 
correct foot width and length? And when some bright person 
determined X-rays were bad for our health and the fascination 
of looking at our skeleton toes disappeared, there was that metal 
footpad-like slide rule that measured our feet. We were sure to get 
the proper shoes, not too short and not too narrow, that spelled 
comfort and made good common sense. 

#ere was a time when I liked high heels for fashionable 
society. After all, high heels set o! our legs. Men liked them. I 
bought four pairs, made in Italy, the height of fashion allure. And 
then all of a sudden, about the same age when our body and eyes 
say you need glasses, my feet said no to my special fancy shoes. 
#e shoes ended up at the Goodwill. Sturdy shoes, with arch 
support and no-slip soles, reclaimed my life. Now I am planning 
for a long trek across England to celebrate my 80th year. Harking 
back to my barefoot days and wanting to have my toes free, my 
challenge is to "nd the best don’t-hurt shoes for traveling feet. 

But for you who are much younger than I, a word to the 
wise: Sore feet will get you if you don’t watch out. Ignoring arch 
supports, and insisting on a daily dose of spike heels that stretch 
your tendons and in$ame the balls of your feet, you won’t likely 
be trekking anywhere after the age of 50. Take this advice from 
us, and our parents before us: Listen to the podiatrist and choose 
sturdy, comfortable shoes -- with style. 

Ellen, a former mayor of Annapolis, can be reached at ellenmoyer@yahoo.com
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By Ellen Moyer
#omas Je!erson moved to Bedford County, 80 miles west 

from his home Monticello, to build a retreat home on land he 
described as the "nest in Virginia. His plantation home, Poplar 
Forest, was for him a private place where he could enjoy the 
“solitude of a hermit,” away from the hustle and bustle of his 
public life, as well as to share special times with his family.

From the portico of the unusual octagon house he designed, 
Je!erson could view the hazy Blue Ridge Mountains, once the 
demarcation line between the Colonists and the Iroquois nations. 
“#e mountains of the Blue Ridge and of those the Peaks of 
Otter, are thought to be greater height, measured from their base, 
than any other in our country, and perhaps in North America,” 
he said. By the time he began construction of Poplar Forest in 
1806 on land inherited from his father-in-law, he knew this was 
no longer true. Lewis and Clark had proved the Eastern Appa-
lachian chain of mountains to be far lower in elevation than the 
mountains of the West.  

What they were, however, is older. #e Peaks of Otter 
consist of three mountains: Sharp Top, Flat Top and Harkening 
Hill. #ese ancient mountains are hard granite, igneous rock 550 
million years old if not older, now weathered away to 4,000 feet 
above sea level. 

Granite from Sharp Top, Virginia’s commemorative stone, 
was used to build the Washington Monument. #e stone, placed 
in the 555-foot obelisk's interior, is engraved, recognizing Sharp 
Top’s 3,875 feet as Virginia’s highest peak. It isn’t. Flattop is 130 
feet higher and Mt. Rogers, at 5,729 feet, is Virginia’s highest.

Ancient Sharp Top is, however, very special. It looms over 
the valleys east and west of the somewhat younger Blue Ridge 
Mountains and is crossed with hiking trails. In 1943 a B-25 
WWII bomber crashed into it. Most spectacular is the stunning 
360-degree panorama view from the top. Farms dot the lowland 
valleys below, to the west, there is the Blue Ridge Parkway, the 
world's longest and most narrow park, and at its base lies the town 
of Bedford. 

Bedford County, named for the Duke of Bedford under 
England’s King George II, was founded in 1754. According to 
Je!erson, it was an area “for soil and climate” that was “Virginia's 
"nest.” #e "rst courthouse was built of logs in 1782, the year the 
Virginia Assembly created the town named Liberty as the county 
seat. #e name was changed to Bedford City in 1890.

Liberty still seems an appropriate name for the town that 
houses the National D-Day Memorial. Bedford, population 
3,200 in 1944, lost more men per capita than any city in the U.S. 
on the beaches of Normandy on June 6, 1944. #e memorial of 
bronze and granite and re$ecting pools and waterfalls honors the 
courage of all of the men in their "ght for liberty. Within the pri-
vately owned memorial on a hill overlooking the Peaks of Otter 
and the Blue Ridge are quiet places for thought and re$ection.

Today, Bedford boasts a population of 6,000 within its seven 
square miles. #e downtown historic district, which is lined with 
antiques shops and cafes, houses a variety of architectural styles: 
Italianate, Classical revival, and Romanesque revival, from the 
1830s to today. Robert E. Lee and Edgar Allen Poe once sat on 
the wrap-around porch of the Historic Avenal Plantation built 
in the 1830s. It is said this national registered historic place also 
houses a resident ghost.  

Nearby, the Wharton House built in 1883 features gardens 
open to the public. Both the armies of the South and North 
visited Bedford during the Civil War. #e Civil War Trail passes 
through the town. Nearby is Johnson’s Winery and Orchards, 
which has been operating since 1919, and now is on the Bedford 
Wine Trail. Maps and information are available at the welcome 
center at the intersection of Routes 460 and 122.  

Route 122 leads south to Smith Mountain Lake. If you visit 
in the Summer, you may want to visit this man-made boating, 
"shing and swimming leisure time playground. Route 43 takes 
you nine miles to the Blue Ridge Parkway milepost 86. Nearby is 
the Otters Den B&B, a restored log home built in the 1700s that 
o!ers an outdoor hot spa and country breakfast. 

On the parkway, the Peaks of Otter Lodge built in 1964 
provides lodging and food. Follow the parkway south to milepost 
121 to Mabry Mills, one of the most photographed gristmills 
in America. Enjoy a mouth-watering brunch at the restaurant. 
Watch the $at footers dance away in the evening at Floyd’s 
Country Store. Spend the weekend, hike Sharp Top, visit the 
City Museum and re$ect on World War II, the Civil War, even 
the Revolutionary War aftermaths displayed at Poplar Forest. 
Visit cider mills and wineries and old sites for white lightning. 
Discover the culture of the Blue Ridge surrounding Bedford for 
an adventure you will long remember.

photos by BobIsTraveling, Brandon Ink, and Ryan Crierie
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Whenever I hear those lyrics sung by Paul Anka, I think of the hundreds 
of Kodak slides that still sit in boxes in the storage area of my home. Believe 
me there were hundreds more that I had already worked on, burning them 
to CDs, and giving them to my family so they could remember growing up 

in those “good old days.” I was even given several metal containers of 
my dad’s collection of slides from the time 

he and my mother toured the 
states.

It was in 1975 when 
Anka was approached by 
Kodak to record an advertis-
ing commercial for them. It 
became a tremendous hit for 
both Anka and Kodak. Today 
he still includes the song in his 
concert appearances. And every 
time I hear that tune, I still think 
of my slides that need attention.

Sure, you could send out 
all those slides and have them 
burned on to CDs for you. It’s a 

bit pricey, about 30 to 40 cents for each 
slide, but you would miss all the fun of 
doing it yourself. And anyway, you have 
all that extra time now. Why not make 
this a do-it-yourself project. If you 
start this early enough, you could even 
make this a Santa gift with several 
CDs, labeled, bundled and tied with 
ribbons for each person on your list.

#e "rst thing you need 
to do is set up a good photo 
program. Go to www.pcmag.com/

article2/0,2817,2335822,00.asp #ere you 
will "nd some of the free programs available. What’s better than free?

¬�F����%'*!�+��'-����,�H�F!&��«
MAKE A KODAK MOMENT

By Joan Amundsen
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#ere are certainly many photo programs out there, but I have found the one that 
works best for me is Picasa. Go to https://support.google.com/picasa/?ctx=picasa#to
pic=4538690

#is is a Google program with many tools and options to create some unbelievable 
photo techniques. After you download the program, just sit and watch all the photos 
you have stored on your computer get pulled together all into one place. You are going 
to be amazed at the photos Picasa will "nd in your computer that you had completely 
forgotten about. 

Follow all the directions Picasa gives and you will be ready to take on the next step.
#ere are all di!erent makes of scanners on the market for slides, each one just a 

little di!erent from the next. When I began my project of scanning slides I started with 
one of those plastic towers that let you feed the slides through the bottom. #at was a 
complete disaster and I returned the unit promptly. I did a search and checked out the 
reviews of scanners o!ered on www.amazon.com  At that time the best reviews were for 
the Canon $at bed scanner #8800F. #e price then was about $125, but that was about 
three or four years ago. Mine still works great, but there are plenty of newer brands on 
the market to choose from and they probably work more e%ciently. Accordingly, I might 
add, the price has gone up considerably. For latest reviews go to PC Mag site I listed here 
"rst. Whichever scanner you choose, follow the directions carefully, install it and you’re 
ready to go.

You will be amazed that some of the slides are really not worth saving. Some slides 
have not survived the years because of improper storage. #ey could have succumbed to 
dust, dirt, mold, scratches and possibly even some mini-varmints.

#ere are all kinds of instructions on how you could clean those slides. One thing 
you never do is use any kind of liquid "lm cleaners. #e best thing to use is a micro"ber 
cloth made just for "lm that can be found on http://kinetronics.com/store/tiger.html 
A camel’s hair artist brush could also be used. 

After you have scanned a good amount of slides you can sort them into speci"c 
time periods. As a rule, I don’t crop any of these photos unless I need them for a speci"c 
project. 

If you are using Picasa, there are many options. You can crop, straighten and "x 
red eye. You can put on borders, vignette, soften, pencil sketch, anything you want! Play 
around with it. My favorite option is the “I feel lucky” button. You can also write a text 
on each photo. I recall doing a photo presentation, not with slides, but with photos taken 
at a special event. I wrote the text on each photo and gave the CD as a gift to all those 
who helped make the event possible.

Now comes the fun part. It is time to burn the CD. You have to use the program 
that is on your computer to do this. When you review the new CD, check that the 
time lapse between each photo is about 4 
or 5 seconds. Faster than that, and your 
audience will not get a chance to view 
the text and the photo. Timing can be 
adjusted at the beginning of your show.

As each CD is done you can print 
a label and make it look very profes-
sional. Some computers come with a 
LightScribe program where the label is 
inscribed into a gold-colored base. #is 
is a really neat program. #ere are special 
CDs made for LightScribe. Memorex is 
also available and can be found at www.
memorex.com/en/storage-accessories/
disc-labeling/cd-dvd-label-maker/

Photos by Kate Farquharson, Smabs Sputzer, Folklore Atelier and John Atherton

Experiment! If you don’t like some-
thing you have done, you just delete it. 
#at’s why the delete button is there. Start 
over again until you come up with some-
thing you like.

One more thing: On the Picasa 
program you can create a collage of all or 
just a few of the photos you have placed on 
that particular CD. Print it up as a cover 
photo to slip into the plastic case that will 
hold the CD. 

You can make as many CDs as you 
like and give them to whomever you wish. 
Believe me, there will be lots of requests 
for your CDs. And you can say, “I did them 
all myself !”

You have now created a keepsake 
of the times of your life. And if you go to 
iTunes, you might want to listen to Paul 
Anka’s version of “Times Of Your Life.”                              

Joan can be reached at JoanAmundsen99@gmail.
com
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By Ellen Moyer
It's May. It's May, the jolly month 

of May. For Lerner and Loewe it is the 
month when "all the world is brimming 
with fun." For horse racing fans, the 
month of May is their Camelot. 

It is the time for family outings on 
green "elds and up Maryland's rolling hills 
to watch horses run for four miles jumping 
over timber fences. It is picnicking and 
tailgating with the elite. 

OK. Maryland's Hunt Cup, 
considered one of the most di%cult of 
steeplechase races in the world, and the last 
of Maryland’s Triple Crown steeplechase 
races is not in May, but the last Saturday in 
April. Several of its winners, Jay Trump in 
the 1960s and Ben Nevis II in the 1970s, 
went on to win the Grand National in 
England. 

#e greatest of the four-legged 
athletes is, in my opinion Winton. I was 
10 years old when I stood on a grassy hill 
overlooking the four–mile, 22-fence course 
in Worthington Valley, Baltimore County, 
when I saw Winton win the Triple Crown 
in 1946. He is the only horse to win three 
Maryland steeplechase races in the same 
year. Winton, with Stuart Janney, Jr., 
aboard, "rst won the Maryland Hunt Cup 
in 1942 and came back after a three-year 
layo! for WWII to win again in 1946 and 
1947.

#e month of May is the beginning 
of America’s thoroughbred Triple Crown 
of $at racing. #e Kentucky Derby, the 
nation’s most watched horse race, is 
run on the "rst Saturday in the 
month, May 3 this year,. 
#e second leg of the 
Triple Crown is 
Maryland's 

Preakness, the shortest of the courses, held at Pimlico in Baltimore on May 17 this year. 
#e longest, the 1 1/2-mile Belmont extends into June, only "ve weeks after the derby. 
#is is a grueling schedule for the young three-year-olds. My hat is o!, however, to the 
equine athletes that jump over four- and "ve-foot fences for three and four miles once a 
week three times in April. 

In the early years of the Colonies, Maryland was a leader in thoroughbred racing. 
#e "rst professional contest was ordered by Annapolis Mayor Benjamin Tasker, Sr., in 
I719. #e race course, probably along West Street to Four Mile Oak, and later an oval 
near the present Park Place, o!ered silver spoons as the "rst trophies.

Tasker bought plantation land near present day Bowie in 1737 for Gov. Samuel 
Ogle and where he constructed a grand mansion, now restored and open to the public.

Both Tasker and Ogle were from northern England, the center of horse racing, and 
were noted horsemen who brought their passion for horses to Maryland. 

Maryland’s "rst two top thoroughbreds, Spark and Queen Mab, given to Ogle 
by Lord Baltimore, came to Belair Plantation in 1848. In 1852, Benjamin Tasker, Jr., 
imported a daughter of the Godophin Arabian, Selima, to Belair, which became a top 
breeding enterprise. 

Selima made her racing debut in the merry month of May, winning in Annapolis. 
Later the mare would walk 150 miles to win a challenge race in Virginia. Selima, the 
“Queen of the Turf,” is Americas greatest broodmare and the foundation of American 
thoroughbreds with descendants such as Lexington, Hanover and Man-o' War. Maryland 
foundation horses established Belair as the "Cradle of #oroughbred Racing." 

In honor of Selima, Laurel Race Course created the Selima Stakes in 1926 with the 
richest purse for "llies. Today's richest Maryland purse is $1,500,000 for the Preakness 

Stakes at Pimlico. 
In May it's "mad and gay" when the second largest horse-

racing crowd descends on Pimlico. #e Preakness, second of the 
Triple Crown, began in May in 1873 with a purse of $1,000. 
Maryland’s Gov. Oden Bowie named the race after the winning 
colt, Preakness, at Pimlico’s opening in 1870. Pimlico’s "rst ever 
Spring race, the Preakness, was won by Survivor by 10 lengths, 
a record that stood for 131 years until 2004 when Smarty Jones 
won the "race for the Black-eyed Susans" by 11 1/2 lengths. 

Belair was purchased in 1898 by New York banker James 
Woodward, an Anne Arundel County native. His nephew 

William Woodward would elevate the Belair stud to world-
wide fame. 

#e Belair silks, red dots on an ivory background, 
were chosen from those used for 200 years by 

Marquis of Zetland in Yorkshire, England. 
Yorkshire is the home of Maryland's 

proprietor founders the Calverts, 
Lords Baltimore and the home 

of the Godophin Arabian 
that gave rise to America’s 

greatest broodmare, Selima.
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By Joanne R. Alloway
Just two miles from the U.S. Capitol in northeast 

Washington, D.C., the National Arboretum awaits 
you. #e arboretum is a 446-acre park with 9.5 miles 
of cultivated, winding roadways to drive, bike or stroll 
through colorful grounds maintained by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. #e park is open year-round from 
Friday through Monday. Parking and admission are 
free. Dogs are allowed, if leashed and controlled. On 
the day we visited, a tram service was operating, but 
it is seasonal. Check with www.usna.usda.gov or call 
202.245. 2726. 

Entering the arboretum on R Street, we parked 
and went to the Administration Building to buy ($3 
Senior) tickets for the tram’s 35-minute, prerecorded 
overview of the park’s highlights. #is allowed us to 
decide which areas we would return to on our own. 
#ere are several picnic areas, but food isn’t available 
onsite. #ere are two museums, along with the gardens 
and horticultural collections too numerous to list. 
#e tram driver gave us a layout map and we chose to 
return to the Capitol Columns, herb gardens, Asian 
and azalea collections. 

A recently added feature, the Capitol Columns 
were originally made for the U.S. Capitol in 1828, but 
were constructed of Virginia sandstone which was 
deemed inadequate to support the dome, completed 
in 1864. #e columns sat until they "nally found their 
current home in the 1980s. Today they grace a 20-acre 
open meadow, set on stones from the east side of the 
Capitol building. #e columns were hand-carved in 
intricate detail. #ere’s a small re$ecting pool, with 
steps leading down to it. 

Our next stop was the National Herb Garden. 
When people think of herbs, they gravitate toward 
cooking or tea, but here we learned di!erently. Herbs 
are also essential oils for making perfumes, medicinal 
plants, such as the aloe plant, and dyes for cloth. #is 
herb garden is the largest in the country, divided into 
10 themed gardens on 2.5 acres with more than 800 
herbs from around the world. Sections show how they 
are a part of our daily lives. It’s good place to take kids 
for science project ideas.

#e Asian collection contains "ve dramatic sculpture gardens. Some 
slope gently, others steeply, containing $owering and border plants from 
China, Japan, Korea and other East Asian countries. Wear sturdy shoes for 
the slopes and you’ll be able to travel all the way to an overlook of the Ana-
costia River. #e mixture of trees, manicured shrubs and $owering plants is 
worth the walk.

#e azalea collection contains thousands of hybrid azaleas in Spring’s 
vibrant colors. #is blaze of color "lls valleys, slopes, hillsides and manicured 
boxwood terraces. #e spectacular color show begins in early May and lasts 
through June. #e breeding of many of these hybrids was accomplished at 
the arboretum. #ere are in excess of 150 varieties of azaleas in the collection. 

Besides a nature visit and a picnic on a beautiful day, there are other 
things to do. Classes are o!ered on many topics, including the arboretum as 
a research and education facility, as well as a living museum. Register online 
for classes or workshops on photography, bonsai, Japanese $ower arranging, 
lawn care series, gardening classics and others o!ered throughout the year. 
Most require a fee, but some are free. For families, the youth garden o!ers 
an acre of organic gardening where kids learn to plant and tend heirloom 
vegetables and herbs. #ere’s also a butter$y garden and a play area, which is 
very popular beginning in May. Check for speci"cs at www.usna.usda.gov/
Education/events 

#roughout May and June, about 
500,000 visitors will be greeted by hosts 
of brilliant colorful bulb $owers as 
well as rhododendrons, huge 
$owering trees of all types, 
wild$owers, peonies, mountain 
laurels and many di!erent 
species of lilies and roses, 
hydrangeas and every annual 
plant imaginable. #e 
arboretum is a great place 
for learning, planning and 
deciding what to plant in 
your own garden. 

 
Joanne is the author of two non-
"ction books. Her latest, “A 
Quiet Strength,” is avail-
able on online. She can be 
reached at jrwrite@aol.com

A Spring Visit to the 
         U.S. National Arboretum
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By Tom Lloyd   

'hoosing your own doctor, regardless of how you feel 
about Obamacare, can be tough. Choosing the right 
doctor for your pet, however, can be even tougher and 

if your animal suddenly needs surgery, that selection process can 
quickly become a nightmare. 

It really doesn’t matter what type of animal shares your 
life. #e fact is that our pets rely on us to make these decisions. 
Canine or feline, the bottom line is that we’re the ones with the 
credit card.

My dog, Gentle Ben, recently injured his right knee and 
needed anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) surgery. Some of the 
most popular dog breeds in the country are genetically predisposed 
to ACL injuries. Labradors, golden retrievers, German shepherds, 
poodles and even bichon frises lead that list with Rottweilers close 
behind. Since Ben is a rottie, I started searching 
for surgeons right away.

Two things quickly became clear to me. 

First, to paraphrase George Orwell, while all ACL surgeons 
may have been created equal, some have apparently become far 
more equal than others. #at is, they charge up to "ve times more 
than their colleagues.

Second, I realized my credit card was in for a serious work-
out. 

Speaking with seven di!erent vets resulted in seven di!erent 
diagnoses and seven disparate cost estimates. Five of the seven 
presented me bills of about $50 for the three minutes they spent 
examining Ben’s knee and looking at the X-rays I’d brought with 
me.

#e fur can really start to $y when the relative merits of 
three di!erent procedures are debated, but the more I learned, 
the more I started to favor the lateral suture stabilization (LSS) 
procedure for Ben. #ere was one simple reason.

Ben had torn his left ACL "ve years earlier and had 
the LSS procedure then. I’m no Euclid, but I worried 
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that either of the “geometry-changing” 
surgeries (TPLO or TTA) might have risks above and beyond 
the drilling, bone sawing and mechanical implants. Changing 
the geometry of Ben’s right leg, I reasoned, might change the 
geometry of the whole dog. #at is to say, I feared a mechani-
cal rebuild of Ben’s right leg might put too much pressure on 
the mono"lament cord in his previously repaired left knee. Not a 
single vet I spoke with was able to show me it wouldn’t.

Still, no matter which way you slice it (pun intended), sur-
geries of any kind have become something of a cash cow for the 
veterinary community. #ose three-minute exams that billed 
out at $16.67 a minute or just over $1,000 an hour, were pure 
chump change compared to surgery. Depending on which doctor 
you choose, prices for an ACL surgery can range anywhere from 
$1,200 to well over $6,000. In other words, a procedure that takes 
about 45 minutes to perform, bills at between $26 and $133 a 
minute or $1,560 to almost $8,000 an hour.

Because of this, veterinary surgical specialists groups have 
sprung up all across the country that do nothing but ACL 
procedures all day, every day. Each specialist can, in theory, 
generate well over $100,000 a week or nearly $5 million a year in 
revenue for the practice. So the pressure to funnel you into one 
surgery or another is high. Just how high a priority your animal’s 
well-being ranks in such a setting is open to some debate and 
requires serious research on your part, asking a lot of questions 
and relying on your own intuition.

In my search two vets stood out from the pack. Both 
had experience with large dogs. (What’s good for the goose 
may well be good for the gander, but what’s right for a seven-
pound Yorkshire terrier probably isn’t going to translate well to a 
110-pound Rottweiler.)

Both vets were willing to go into details, explain the various 
procedures and both asked multiple questions about Ben’s history, 
personality and exercise habits. I felt they cared. 

While they were not the least 
expensive, they were nowhere near the 
$6,000 level. #ey were, however, the 
only two who made a point of saying 
their prices were all-inclusive. #at is, 
pain medications, antibiotics, removal 
of sutures and everything else would 
be included in the numbers they gave 
me. #at was signi"cant to me. Ben’s 
former vet was infamous in my eyes 
for quoting one price and then adding 
hundreds of dollars for medications 
and assorted other fees onto the bill. 
As a retiree, I need to know up front 
what’s going onto that credit card. 

Call it anthropomorphizing -- 
attributing human characteristics to 

an animal – but I knew that if I were about to undergo 
major knee surgery, I would expect to receive post-operative 
physical therapy. Why shouldn’t Ben? Only one vet who I spoke 
to included post-op physical therapy sessions in his quote.

Two weeks ago Ben had his surgery. Today he is already 
walking well and putting more and more weight on his right leg. 
His stitches and staples have been removed and he has had his 
"rst physical therapy session.

#e decisions made weren’t easy, but having taken some 
time to research the procedures, meet the various vets, compare 
their services, online reviews and prices, made it easier. Ben was 
relying on me.

Ben is now doing so well he may be free to hit the local 
dog parks in three more weeks and resume his normal athletic 
life again. 

I can’t even begin to put a price on that.

Tom spent the past 35 years writing for newspapers and magazines in 
the Mid-Atlantic region. Now living in Florida, he can be reached at 
chipshot410@yahoo.com
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By Penelope Folsom
#is year, how about a gift for mom or dad that will keep on giving? #e following is a list of favorite sites 

o!ering treats delivered to their door for either a few months or the entire year. 

1. Log onto www.Try!eWorld.com for a full description of gourmet treats from around the world. A 
di!erent country is represented every other month with a box of goodies. 

2. How about a once-a-month puzzle for the jigsaw enthusiast? At www.whitemountainpuzzles.com the 
focus is on the recipient’s interests and includes choice of subject matter, number of pieces and size. 

3. #ere are many selections for hobbyists such as "shing www.mysterytackleboxcom and knitting www.
knitcrate.com or cooking www.houzz.com the last of which is a wonderful source of interesting gadgets. 

4. Remember Book of the Month Club of years ago? Two new sites have adopted a similar concept, focusing 
on the reader’s particular interest. Log onto www.giftlit.com or www.brilliant-books.com to sign up. 

5. Always a welcome gift is a subscription to the local newspaper, the Wall Street Journal, the Sunday edition 
of the New York Times or any favorite magazine. A good place to start would be www.Amazon.com 

6. For the ladies www.forthemakers.com will send out supplies and detailed instructions on making a piece 
of jewelry or fun bling that would be hard to live without. For men, try the beer of the month club at www.
beermonthclub.com 

7. If there’s a traveler in the family, access www.showofthemonthclub.com to get the full schedule of 
upcoming trips. Based in Boston, it not only features the show of the month, but interesting and far-$ung 
trips to such places as Morocco, the Amal" Coast and Kenya.  

8. For a treat a bit less ambitious, how about a scrumptious box of chocolates each month? Log onto www.
Godiva.com for a tasty treat hard to beat. 

9. At www.white"owerfarm.com you can arrange to send out either $owers or plants each month. Your 
choice. Sign up for 3 to 12 months or more. 

10. Hiking. Not necessarily a once-a-month jaunt, but there’s sure to be an irresistible escapade somewhere 
on the program for your favorite adventurer. Sign up the recipient at www.PATC.com where you’ll "nd a full 
calendar of coming attractions. 

#ere are lots more that will "t other interests such as breakfasts, tea, movies, Mrs. Field’s cookies, bath and body, 
co!ee, popcorn, pizza, hot sauce, carnivore club for meat eaters or just about any other special interest. And if that’s 
not enough, or your favorite hasn’t been mentioned, log onto www.clubsgalore.com for even more.

Special Gifts for 
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By Melissa Conroy
Nearly every medicine cabinet in the 

U.S. has a jar of petroleum jelly on stock. It 
is a ubiquitous compound slathered onto 
millions of lips, rough elbows and baby 
bottoms every day. Beauty contestants use 
it to keep their lips from sticking to their 
teeth, valets bu! it on shoes for a quick 
shine and kids rub it on their jack-o-lan-
terns to keep the edges from rotting. 

Petroleum jelly got its start in the 
oil rigs of Pennsylvania during the mid-
1800s. Oil workers had to combat a par-
a%n-like material that would clog up their 
rigs, but they soon discovered that this 
annoying substance helped heal cuts and 
burns. A young chemist named Robert 
Chesebrough re"ned this waxy byprod-
uct by distilling it into a gel. Chesebrough 
opened a factory in 1870 and began sell-
ing his topical product under the name 
of Vaseline, which quickly became a well-
known brand and a standard treatment for 
a variety of skin complaints. 

If you have cracked heels, dry lips, 
rough hands or chapped areas of skin, a 
layer of petroleum jelly can make it feel 
better. However, despite popular belief, 
petroleum jelly does not actually mois-
turize and is not absorbed by the skin. 
Rather, the substance works by locking in 
moisture and creating a barrier to prevent 
dehydration. #is is one of the reasons 
why petroleum jelly can help heal cuts and 
burns: it prevents germs from entering 
the wound and seals in moisture, which 
helps the skin heal. A daub of petroleum 
jelly on your lips may feel good, but it can 
only prevent moisture from escaping, not 
actually moisturize. 

To get the most skin-friendly use 

out of petroleum jelly, wash and thoroughly moisturize your skin, then apply a layer of 
petroleum jelly over it to seal in the moisture. One time-honored trick for dry feet or 
hands is to rub on skin cream, apply a layer of petroleum jelly, then put on a pair of socks 
or beauty gloves. Do this before bed, and you will wake up with smooth, soft skin. 

Petroleum jelly is not just limited to topical care. People around the world use this 
substance to combat a variety of irksome problems. Here are some of the many things 
you can do with petroleum jelly. 
- Apply a thin layer to the base of a new light bulb for easy removal later.
- Silence a squeaky hinge.
- Put a thin layer in a candlestick holder to prevent wax from building up.
- Remove chewing gum from wood by adding a daub of petroleum jelly and letting it sit 
a few minutes, then work the gum free.
- To Winterize your car battery, disconnect the terminals and clean them with a wire 
brush. Reconnect and then smear with petroleum jelly to prevent corrosion.
- Put a little on your wrists, then add perfume. #e scent will last longer.
- When dying or hennaing your hair, smear a line of petroleum jelly along your scalp and 
on your ears to prevent skin staining.
- Remove lipstick from table linens by rubbing in a little petroleum jelly, then wash.  
- Slip a stuck ring o! your "nger or remove junior's hand from a jar with a layer of 
petroleum jelly. 
- Melt a little petroleum jelly with some chocolate chips in the microwave to make a 
chocolate-$avored lip gloss or mix it with powdered 
Kool Aid. 

In today's world, we have the choice 
of a dizzying variety of products guaranteed 
to make our lives easier: triple antioxidant 
acai berry-infused skin cream, illuminat-
ing shoe polish wax, antibiotic laundry 
detergent, polydural lubricating oil and other 
fanciful concoctions. Yet for almost 150 years, 
petroleum jelly has been a best-loved, humble 
and reliable substance, faithfully soothing dry 
skin, loosening stubborn caps and holding rust 
at bay. In a world of choice and complexity, it 
is nice to know that sometimes a time-tested 
classic is the best and easiest solution to a sticky 
problem at hand. 

Melissa can be reached at melissaaconroy@gmail.com
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By Dr. James David
I recently noticed three similar items, almost simultaneously, 

which prompted me to revisit the subject of positivity. #e "rst 
was a newspaper article about the president of the McLean High 
School PTA in Virginia, who is leading a campaign to reduce 
the stress on teenagers competing to get accepted into top 
colleges and universities. #e second was a television interview 
with Arianna Hu%ngton, who was promoting her new book, 
!rive, about rede"ning success. She isn’t addressing money 
and power, but instead focuses on creating a life of well-being, 
wisdom and wonder. #e third was a report on Pope Francis, who 
is emphasizing humility, relationships and service rather than 
status, aloofness or indi!erence. Noticing these three things in 
less than an hour further reminded me of the overall focus of 
positive psychology.

&HQW UD O �*RD O �R I �3RV L W L YH�
3V\FKR ORJ\

A central goal of positive psychology is to facilitate people 
moving far beyond doing badly (clinical psychology) or just do-
ing all right. #e focus is to activate positive emotions and opti-
mal functioning. #is is made easier by identifying our “signature 
strengths,” what we are naturally good at. Of course, we need to 
be thoroughly self-valuing and self-accepting to connect with our 

strengths. Humility is de"ned as accepting both our strong and 
weak points and then liking ourselves just as we are. We then 
have energy to grow and change. When we negate ourselves, our 
energy gets consumed so there is no spark to move forward. What 
are your “signature strengths?”

Our signature strengths are activities we are pro"cient 
enough at to "nd them intrinsically rewarding. We don’t care 
about making money from them or being recognized by others 
for our expertise. Some examples are woodcarving, painting, 
writing, knitting and canoeing. #e list is endless.

When our goal is optimal functioning we will gravitate 
toward greater happiness, joy, contentment and overall life 
satisfaction. Other positive states associated with optimizing 
ourselves are: creativity, gratitude, optimism, wisdom, courage, 
love, awe and wonder. In other words, we are $ourishing rather 
than vegetating. Regardless of our age, we are growing, changing, 
embracing life to its fullest.

If you "nd yourself being a bit skeptical and perhaps saying 
to yourself, “#is is all hogwash and pie-in-the-sky garbage,” I 
assure you that this message comes not from self-help books or 
individual anecdotes, but from rigorous, peer-reviewed published 
research. Of course, also tune into your self-talk. Moving into 
negativity can be very subtle and not readily discerned.

REVISITED
POSITIVITY
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You can "nd a rich source of the empirically validated measures of positive psychology 
at www.authentichappiness.org #ere are scales to measure overall happiness, optimism 
about the future, forgiveness, character strengths, work-life satisfaction, meaningfulness 
and much more. #is website is authored by Martin Seligman, Ph.D., a professor at the 
University of Pennsylvania and the founding father of positive psychology. His latest 
book, Flourish, focuses on the relevance of using positive psychology in a wide variety of 
institutions and settings.

+DSS LQHVV�(TXD OV �6XE MHF W L YH �:H O O �%H LQJ
What is happiness? We know it is one of the major components of living in posi-

tivity. We also know that a pivotal aspect is that all of us must rely upon ourselves to 
determine what makes us happy. We need to trust ourselves and not external authority 
"gures like our parents, friends, self-proclaimed experts, philosophers or others. We are 
our own best experts.  #e question to ask ourselves is, “Is my life going well according to 
the standards that I choose to employ?” A small example: Some of us are happy in urban 
settings with lots of people contact and some prefer rural environments with minimal 
human interaction.

Here are three aspects of happiness to use in assessing yourself:
• How is my mood right now? Do I laugh easily?  Do I have high positive a!ect and 
low negative a!ect? Am I being honest with myself ? It is helpful to know that research 
in behavioral genetics has determined that about 50 percent of our mood is genetically 
determined. I’ve always envied those folks who are chronically joyful!  Speci"c life cir-
cumstances such as "nancial situations, marital ful"llment, etc., account for 10 percent. 
Research reveals we are responsible for 40 percent of our happiness with the daily choices 
we make. Abraham Lincoln said, “Most people are about as happy as they make up their 
minds to be.”
• #e second arena consists of a more objective assessment of your overall life satisfaction. 
It is a global cognitive evaluation of your life.  Have I achieved what I set out to achieve? 
Are my relationships ful"lling? Am I at peace with myself ? Your speci"c questions will 
be more valid than mine.
• Another way to assess your happiness is to compartmentalize it into major arenas of 
your life such as work, health, family, "nancial, social, spiritual, etc. You could be pleased 
with your family life but displeased with your work life.

Another way to measure happiness is the Subjective Happiness Scale (SHS, Lyu-
bomirsky & Lepper, 1999). For each of the following statements and/or questions, please 
circle the point on the scale that you feel is most appropriate in describing you.

1. In general, I consider myself:
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
                    1RW�D�YHU\�� � � � ���������$�YHU\
����������+DSS\�SHUVRQ         ��KDSS\�SHUVRQ

2. Compared to most of my peers, I consider myself:
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
        /HVV�KDSS\         �0RUH�KDSS\

3. Some people are generally very happy.  !ey enjoy life regardless of what is going 
on, getting the most out of everything.  To what extent does this characterization de-
scribe you?
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
       1RW�DW�DOO       �$�JUHDW�GHDO

4. Some people are generally not very happy.  Although they are not depressed, they 
never seem as happy as they might be.  To what extent does this characterization de-
scribe you?
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
       1RW�DW�DOO         �$�JUHDW�GHDO

*Ia�*a\M[
,I�\RX�QHHG�KHOS�LQWHUSUHWLQJ�RU�GLVSXWLQJ�\RXU�PHGLFDO�ELOOV��ORJ�RQWR�ZZZ�ELOODGYRFDWHV�FRP�7KHUH·V�D�FKDUJH�IRU�WKH�DVVLVWDQFH��EXW�\RX�PD\�ÀQG�LW�ZRUWK�\RXU�ZKLOH�

(Reverse-score last item.  Add up and divide 
by 4.  Score should be between 1 and 7.  Aver-
age in the US for adults: 5.5)

And here is a word of caution about 
happiness.  Scholars and wise people over 
the centuries tell us over and over that 
happiness must never be an end in itself. 
Nathaniel Hawthorne said it well in one 
of my favorite poems:

Happiness is like the butter$y.
!e more you pursue it, 
the more it will elude you.
But if you turn your attention to other things,
!en happiness, like the butter$y, 
will come and gently rest on your shoulder.

For each of us, we must determine 
what those “other things” might be.  Maybe 
service to others, painting, writing, exercise, 
self-mastery, meditation, journaling or prayer.

I am now realizing that there is so 
much more to share with you about posi-
tivity that we’re going to need to revisit it 
many more times in the months ahead. 
Maybe there is value in taking in just a 
little bit from each article. In the interim, 
check out !e How of Happiness by Sonja 
Lyubomirsky. It is an excellent how-to 
manual for putting positive psychology 
strategies into practice on a personal level.

Stay Positive!

Dr. Jim David is a practicing psychotherapist in 
Silver Spring, who adheres to positivity in all areas 
of life. Visit his website at www.askdrdavidnow.
com or email at james519@comcast.net

Photo by Alessandro Bonvini
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By Beth Schmelzer and Marcia Feliciano
Once upon a time there were two 

good friends who loved to read. Whenever 
Beth and Marcia got together, their con-
versations always included a chat about 
books they were reading, books they had 
read, books in untidy stacks that they 
looked forward to reading and lists of 
recommended books. 

When Beth moved to Annapolis, 
the "book chats" became more frequent, 
leading to the decision to start a book club. 
Starting a book club isn’t rocket science, 
but it is science in a way, as there should 
be good chemistry among the participants. 
#ere should be a certain degree of open-
mindedness regarding book selections, 
$exibility regarding scheduling, a willing-
ness to let a member “slide” on occasion for 
not reading “the book.” We all know how 
life can get in the way of good intentions, 
and should recognize the fact that not 
everyone will like every book choice every 
month. Just the same, the best discussions 
often come from the least popular titles.

To start, we each invited one 
book-loving friend to participate. Our 
"rst meeting was in February 2008 and we 
have met monthly ever since. Our group 
now consists of 13 women who originally 
bonded over books while sharing a cup 
of tea or a glass of wine. We shared our 
thoughts about books by local authors 
who graciously came to our meetings 
to talk about and autograph their books. 
We talked about books of a controver-
sial nature, non"ction books, "rst novels, 
memoirs, mysteries, histories and more. 

At this size, we can "t in everyone's 
house, and if we lose a few, we still have 
enough for a good book talk. #e hostess 
of the month picks the book of the month. 
Hostesses and books are announced at 
least a month in advance so everyone has 

plenty of time to read each selected book. 
#e group endeavors to be cost-conscious, 
selecting books readily available at local 
bookstores, libraries, on an e-reader or 
from Amazon. Sometimes books are 
obtained on a "eld trip to independent 
bookstores that are delighted to give a 
book club discount. #e indie bookstores 
encourage the purchase of local authors 
such as Marcia Talley, #ea Lindauer, 
Stephanie Verni, Lucia St. Clair Robson 
and Bill Eggert. Authors who can’t make 
it in person will sometimes do a confer-
ence call-in during a meeting to connect 
personally with their readers. Contact in-
formation can be found on their websites. 
We even have plans to make a road trip to 
Boonsboro to visit Nora Robert’s Turn the 
Page Bookstore!

Meetings range from casual to 
elaborate, from silly to serious, and are 
mostly held in the evenings for no more 
than 90 minutes. Sometimes members 
who love to cook invite everyone for a 
dinner re$ecting the type of food enjoyed 
by the characters in the book of the 
month. #e hostess will typically provide a 

simple bu!et of 

SO YOU WANT TO START A BOOK CLUB

snacks, light appetizers, drinks and a small 
dessert. 

Now in its seventh year, it should be 
mentioned that Beth and Marcia’s book 
club decided on a name re$ective of our 
sense of humor and our location -- the 
Annapolis Book Bag Ladies Book Club. 
Beth, the uno%cial secretary, records the 
books and hostesses in a journal so there 
is an ongoing history. In the Summer, 
there is a potluck pool party meeting. In 
deference to the busy holiday schedules, 
the reading assignment is eliminated at 
December meetings and the group gets 
together at a local restaurant. In lieu of 
gift-giving, we have a “sock it to me holiday 
dinner” and everyone brings new socks 
that are donated to the local Lighthouse 
Shelter for the homeless.

#e  "gang of 13" is still reading and 
discussing books, but we also show up 
to support a member working on a play, 
going through chemo, having a daughter 
get married, burying a parent, celebrating 
a new baby, losing a job, "nding a job or 
starting retirement. 

Starting a book club really is simple. 
Like the Nike folks say, "Just do it!" And 

if you need a little encouragement or 
a book list to get your group started, 
contact Beth schmelzb@comcast.
net or Marcia felician@rcn.com  
#ey’d be glad to help.

$�ń���/��&���+�-*�
BOOKS:
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HE WANTS; SHE WANTS
I’m a widower who has developed a romantic relationship with 

a wonderful divorced woman. I get along well with her grown chil-
dren and grandchildren too. As a couple, we’ve traveled together and 
enjoy each other’s company—in all ways. I’m ready to move it to the 
next level and get married or at least move in together. Whenever I 
bring it up, she puts me o# with lame jokes. It’s beginning to be the 
only thing that we do argue about. Frankly, I don’t enjoy living alone 
and want the companionship. Am I wasting my time? Should I look 
elsewhere or persevere in trying to win her over?

You don’t say how long this relationship has been going on, 
which could be a factor in your friend’s hesitation. If this is a 
relatively new relationship, her caution may be simply wisdom 
born of experience and age. So, keep that in mind, but let’s take a 
closer look at the issues.

When we are younger, one of the purposes of marriage is 
to establish a framework for having and raising children. Ideally, 
we combine our physical, "nancial and emotional resources with 
our partner to give our child the best chance of a good life. While 
that isn’t the norm in many American families today, it is still the 
best scenario whenever possible. Among the other reasons that 
younger couples may choose to marry are "nancial concerns and 
expectations from family and society.

You are in a new life stage now and those purposes no 
longer carry as much weight. Instead of moving lock step toward 
marriage, older couples are negotiating and often renegotiating 
the ties that bind them. Your lady friend may have a number of 
reasons to hesitate. She may not need "nancial support, may enjoy 
her newfound freedom, or may have other misgivings that she has 
not yet shared with you.

In order to make a decision about the future, you need a 
frank and open discussion about this issue. Choose a time when 
you are both relaxed and begin with something positive, such as 
citing how much you value your relationship. Be clear that your 
purpose is to have a serious talk so that you may understand 
her views about your future as a couple. Make it your mission 
to understand rather than to persuade her to your point of view. 

At a later time, you can make your 
case, but pushing that now will only 
lead to defensiveness. #is is the 
time to gather information. If she 
cracks jokes, remind her that this is 
serious to you and bring the con-

versation back to the matter at hand.
Once you have your answers about her reluctance, 

you can re-evaluate the situation. Perhaps her reply exposed an 
issue that can readily be resolved so that you can move toward 
greater commitment. On the other hand, she may be adamant 
that she desires no further attachment and seeks only intermit-
tent companionship for social events.

Is that a deal-breaker? Only you can answer that for yourself. 
If your desire for live-in companionship and commitment are 
paramount and her resistance is unshakeable, then it may be time 
to seek other relationships. But "rst, you need answers and then 
you owe it to yourself and to her to be candid about your own 
intentions. If she continues to stonewall and refuses to discuss the 
matter, it will be a major clue that this relationship is probably not 
going to go the distance.

Remember there are many types of relationships that can 
meet our needs. Some couples, at this stage of life, are content 
to live separately with parts of their lives overlapping to varying 
degrees. #ese couples value their time apart as much as they 
value their time together. #ey report that it keeps the excitement 
and interest fresh and reduces con$ict. Others need the stability 
and comfort of steady companionship and commitment. And the 
needs of partners may change over time, perhaps enjoying inde-
pendence today and moving toward interdependence at a later 
point, requiring further negotiation.

It’s interesting to note that older men are more apt to prefer 
permanent arrangements, while women of the same age tend to 
guard and cherish their independent lives. Typically, women have 
cultivated deep and meaningful friendships which meet many of 
their social and emotional needs. In contrast, men su!er from 
more loneliness and are more likely to seek to replace their absent 
partners. As a man, consider building up adjunct relationships 
with friends and family to bu!er you against isolation and depen-
dence upon a partner to meet all of those needs.

Your future with your friend is a call you must make together, 
with eyes, ears and hearts open, and only honest intentions upon 
your lips.  With that in mind, you can settle upon a relationship 
that will enable you to enjoy this time of life without guilt and 
demands. 

Vicki is a licensed professional counselor and welcomes your questions. 
She can be reached at Victoria2write@aol.com
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By Henry S. Parker, PhD
It seems that we’re constantly learning about new threats to 

Chesapeake Bay. And now there is yet another one, and it’s insidi-
ous: ocean acidi"cation.

Simply put, ocean acidi"cation is a rise in the acid content 
of sea water because of an increase in the concentration of carbon 
dioxide. It is well known that human activities, including burning 
fossil fuels, have resulted in the release of large 
quantities of greenhouse gases into the 
atmosphere, and that carbon dioxide is the 
major component of these gases. What is 
less well known is that the oceans absorb 
about one-third of the released carbon 
dioxide. In general, this is a good thing. 
Without the oceans’ absorptive capacity, 
more CO2 would accumulate in the 
atmosphere, exacerbating the “greenhouse 
e!ect” and potentially a!ecting global 
climate.

But there’s a dark side to this carbon 
dioxide absorption by the seas: it alters the 
chemistry of the oceans. To grossly simplify a complex 
process, the higher the CO2 concentration, the higher the acid 
content of the water (or, conversely, the lower the pH). #is is 
not to say that the seas are turning to vinegar. #e changes are 
relatively subtle and slow. But since the advent of the Industrial 
Revolution, the acid content in the oceans of the world have in-
creased 30 percent. And there is concern that ocean acidity could 
at least double by the end of this century.

You don’t have to be a scientist to realize that such a rapid 
(in geological terms) increase in acidity cannot be good for living 
creatures. And that brings us to Chesapeake Bay—and especial-
ly the Bay’s emblematic oysters. Oysters and other shell"sh, as 
well as coral, need carbonate to build their shells. #e process is 
called calci"cation. Increasing acidity strips carbonate ions from 
the water. Even a small rise in acidity means oysters have to use 
more energy for shell building. Larval stages could be particularly 
vulnerable. And a large increase in seawater acid concentrations 
might mean that existing oyster shells start dissolving. 

Oysters are not the only Bay creatures that could be a!ected. 
Blue crabs might also su!er. But since they build their shells more 
quickly than oysters, they could have an advantage. #at in turn 
could upset the evolutionary balance between the two species.

Bay area scientists have recognized the acidi"cation threat 
and are working hard to address it. But they know that Chesapeake 
Bay is a complicated system that might not respond the same 
way as the open ocean. For example, there is some indication that 
increased acidity of parts of the Bay may be due to sewage and 
agricultural runo!, and not CO2 emissions. And research on the 
topic of ocean acidi"cation is still in its infancy. #is makes it 

di%cult to predict the ultimate outcomes of 
this evolving risk.

Research will be critical to under-
standing and mitigating ocean acidi-
"cation. But research takes time and 

money. Signi"cantly reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, while highly important, is 
also not a short-term—or inexpensive—
solution. Fortunately, there are some things 
that can be done in the nearer term to o!set 
the potential consequences for oysters. For 

example:
• Seed the Bay with discarded oyster shells. Not only 

will the added shells help to bu!er the water against 
increased CO2 concentrations, but they will also provide 
good settling and grow-out surfaces for oyster larvae.
• Aquaculture. Farmed oysters are initially raised in 
hatcheries, where water quality and other factors can be 
controlled. Some hatcheries even bu!er their water with 
“antacids.” #en, when it’s time to transplant them to 
the open waters, the oysters will be larger and hardier. In 
addition, there is the potential for researchers to develop 
improved varieties of the bivalve—including, perhaps, 
strains that are less sensitive to increased acidity.

#e bottom line? Rising ocean acidi"cation could do 
signi"cant harm to the world’s oceans and to Chesapeake Bay. 
#e more we know about this recently acknowledged threat, the 
better able we are to address it and mitigate its e!ects. And that 
involves all of us.

Henry S. (“Hank”) Parker, PhD is an adjunct associate professor at Georgetown 
University. He previously directed research programs at the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture and taught marine sciences at the University of Massachusetts 
Dartmouth. He can be reached at hspsbp@gmail.com
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Eastern Oyster. Photo courtesy of Maryland 
Department of Natural Resources.
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